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CHOOSING YOUR DBR ARMY: BACKGROUND INFO 

 

 

Many years ago, the Courier published an article on choosing a Pike & Shot army under the 

WRG 2d Edition rules, and since 1996 (but with a sluggish hiatus in 2000) I have compiled 

contributions for a similar article on "Choosing Your DBR Army" covering the DBR army lists 

and based on DBR1.1.  Note that the reviews of Book III are entirely new material and the 

reviews published in 1997 have been updated in 2001.  This does not reflect DBR v 2.0 – 

there are bound to be many interesting changes in the reviews when DBR 2.0 is final.   

 

This article is aimed at both new and experienced DBR players.  Phil Barker advised you should 

pick an army you will love even if it loses—pick a viable army that fits your personality, skills, 

historical interest and likely opponents.  This is intended to help with that process by providing 

some comparative categorization as well as a more free-form text discussion that is intended to 

give the reader a sense of what the army is about and how it plays, and, to the extent possible, 

going deeper than the face of the list and discussing what grand tactics and techniques work with 

the army.  The contributor of each review is listed in parentheses after the review (contact info. 

optional).  Those that no one else reviews are reviewed by me (for what it's worth, which varies). 

My role is to ask questions, edit for compact wording and check consistency of summary ratings. 

Multiple divergent reviews of a single army are OK.    Contributions are solicited! 

 

This file will be updated from time to time.  This article may be copied for your personal gaming 

use and deep-linked to from your website.  If you wish to publish this in print or online or have 

contributions, please email me at mailtomikek@yahoo.com. 

 

 CHOOSING YOUR DBR ARMY 
 

  (v2.0) 

 

About in the 1980s The Courier published a useful article by the USP&SF’s President, Brian 

Scherzer, entitled “Choosing a Pike & Shot Army” under the WRG 2d Edition (Gush) rules. This 

is a similar article addressing DBR.  Phil Barker advised that you choose an army you can love 

even when it loses, because it eventually will, but this does not mean you should not choose the 

army that is the best fit for your temperament and tactical style from among those which interest 

you for historical reasons (see Richard Bodley Scott’s voice of experience on army selection on 

his website: http://www.byzant.demon.co.uk/dbm.htm).   

 

Some armies are more capable and versatile than others, but the player still counts for more than 

the army composition in determining who wins.  Also, an army well-suited for one opponent 

may be unsuited for others—as through history, warfare in this era is rock/scissors/paper.  

Although you can learn to love a stranger, I think the best course is to start your selection with 

those armies whose history and leading personalities you already find intriguing and whose 

appearance appeals to you enough to paint them up and have them eyeing you from the shelf .  

Then think about your personality and skills.  If you enjoy a casual game, you might want to try 
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Easy rather than Difficult armies.  If you are a compulsive crossword puzzler and enjoy deep 

tactics, a Difficult army may be what you need to hold your interest.  If you feel the need to 

prepare for all contingencies, “A” versatility will make you comfortable.  If you prefer an army 

that plays to its strengths, use “B” instead.  If you like being the underdog or don’t care about 

“best army” opinions, there are many interesting “C” armies with which victory is all the more 

glorious for the hazards you surmount to achieve it.    

 

Some generals are direct and forceful (e.g., Swiss, or Knights of St. John), others favor subtlety 

and maneuver (Ottoman Turks).  Some are relentlessly active and offensive (any Pistol, Pike & 

Shot(Fast) army against slower Western foes), some very defensive and terrain-minded (perfect 

for Koreans), while yet others are circumspect counter-punchers (Dutch Rebellion).  Some prefer 

firepower, some like shock action.  This article is written to help with the army selection process 

by giving a sense of each army.  The review of each army includes the following information. 

 

* First, ARMY TYPE according to the abbreviations below, explained and discussed in my 

separately posted tactical article—“DBR Army Types.”  

 

1.  PPS(H) = PISTOL, PIKE & SHOT(HEAVY)  w/ Pistols(S/O/F) and Shot(S/O) 

2.  PPS(L) or (M) = PPS (LIGHT)  w/ Pi(I), plus Sh(I) or ("MEDIUM") with Sh(S/O) instead 

3.  PPS(F) = PPS(FAST)  w/ Sh(F) and typically Pi(F), sometimes Pi(O) 

4.  LPS = LANCE, PIKE & SHOT (the fabulous 1500s) 

5. ECA  = EXOTIC COMBINED ARMS 

6. EL = Elephants and accessories 

7.  HF =  HEAVY FOOT  

8.  MISSILE w/ Shot or Bows  

9.  FIRELOCK w/ Sh(S) the primary arm, mounted often Pi(I) 

10. STEPPE w/ Sipahis/Light Horse & STEPPE & SHOT adding Shot 

11. HORSE & BOW 

12. MISCELLANEOUS (Camel, Blade & Bow, Skirmishers, Etc.) 

 

* Second, its estimated VERSATILITY rating against the global range of opponents, such as 

one might face in a tournament.  This rating ranges from A to D, reflecting mainly composition 

but also tactical methods and, to a lesser extent, aggression and terrain.  "A" armies tend to be 

well-rounded, able to face any opponent with at least some reasonably effective tools although 

other portions of the army might be vulnerable.  Failure to exploit their strengths and cover their 

weaknesses can be fatal.  Because of this they tend to be more difficult.  "B" armies tend to be 

more focused, often deadly against some types of opponents and capable against a broad range, 

but with an Achilles heel or serious weakness against some others.  Note that versatility is NOT a 

direct measure of “killer” armies.  Because of their focused composition and organization, “B” 

tend to be more dangerous to their preferred opponents than “A” armies will be.  "C" armies are 

good against some opponents, but are more broadly vulnerable to a variety of opponents.  Many 

earlier armies suffer this rating when facing armies of a later era.  "D" armies are basically pitiful 

or worse from the global perspective, lacking effective counters to a wide range of opposition.  

Where a match seems very uneven, common sense suggests giving the underdog an extra 50-100 
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AP to even things up (yet this is rarely done even in casual games).  The more one-dimensional 

and militarily primitive the army, the less versatile it is likely to be.  Note that these ratings are 

imprecise subjective estimates of the army’s versatility against a range of army types, weighted 

somewhat towards those more likely to be fielded gamewise.     

 

* Third, the DIFFICULTY of mastering the techniques involved in using the army—Easy, 

Moderate, or Difficult.  Easy means an army uses fairly straightforward techniques, formations 

and tactics (it doesn’t mean you will easily win—some likely losers are Easy because there are 

so few things you can do with them).  An Easy army can be played effectively by an experienced 

player without prior practice, and the way it works can be taught quickly to a new player.   

Difficult armies are often complex in composition and a frustrating disappointment to new 

players.  They take thought, tabletop drill and practice to master–a test of patient skill and 

fine-tuned customization for different situations–so pick one that you can love even when things 

go wrong.  Even good players will need practice to figure out how to use them best, while new 

players and those preferring a less taxing casual game should reconsider fielding these.  Exotic 

Combined Arms forces are often “Difficult” armies, requiring sound but imaginative generalship 

and ample practice for coordination of the various troop types effectively against enemies 

seeking to avoid it.  Most armies fall in between, at Moderate difficulty.   

 

* Fourth, the SIZE in elements of a sample 400 AP list for the army, using 3 generals and no 

Naval unless otherwise indicated.  This is omitted for most lists not supporting 400 AP. 

 

* Fifth, COMMENTS supplementing the information above and intended to give the reader a 

sense of the army and how it works tactically.  This can mention strengths and weaknesses 

(Army Type already covers some of this) and may include brief pointers on composition, 

formations and grand tactical usage, as well as thoughts on the personality and skills that "fit" the 

army.  This can also include historical information or corrections where useful (an extensive 

unofficial errata list for the army lists is posted separately). 

 

* The end of the review includes an indication of desirable AP range and the name of the 

reviewer.  Assume all reviews are based on Normal scale unless otherwise indicated, and the 

discussion of terrain anticipates DBR’s adoption of the excellent DBM 3.0 terrain rules (but, in 

my case, without scaling up the terrain piece sizes in proportion to the greater distance scale that 

paces now represent on the table).  

 

I have solicited contributions of reviews from volunteers experienced with particular armies.  

The author of the review is indicated at the end. The more complex the army, the harder it is to 

understand, and time and energy did not permit close study of all, but a review of every army is 

included on the theory that something is better than nothing, especially for new players.  Where a 

review is left to me, I have indicated the basis for my evaluation:  

 

* = Judgment based solely on paper study and outlining of the list/organization.  I’m actually 

pretty good at this, but can of course miss both strengths and weaknesses.     

** = The above process plus significant drill/analysis.   
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*** = The above plus actual combat experience (commanding, opposing or watching, from one 

to many times).   

 

If you find this useful, thank our reviewers: Jeff Bolton, Nik Gaukroger, Ian Gray, Eric Lindberg, 

Keith McNelly, Alan Patrick, Lance Runolfsson, and Bob Smith.  

 

Comments of non-reviewers are also gratefully acknowledged, including those of George 

Smithson, Steve Burt, Ian Gray, Dan Martz Sr., Dan Martz Jr., Bob Nedwich and others from the 

DB and REMPAS Mailing Lists (now on Yahoo Groups).    

 

This is an ongoing project.  New contributions, comments and criticisms for the next revision 

of these reviews are most welcome, especially for those armies not fully addressed or if 

expressing an alternative view.  I am located in Palo Alto, California.  You can reach me at 

mailto:mikek@yahoo.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: The analysis of armies, along with the points values, are based on the points values 

defined in the DBR rule book. The analysis does not take account of alternate points systems 

such as “Kiwi Points”. 
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CHOOSING YOUR DBR ARMY – PART 1: BOOK ONE 
 

I:1  CONDOTTA  (LPS; B; Moderate; 57)  The core of this army is a minimum of 13 Ln, 

mostly (O), and 2 LH, with other troops depending on the applicable state and your choice.  

Milan has good horse, including a few Ln(S), and lots of Shot, but is not the strong version of 

Condotta that it is in DBM.  Lack of Pikes is awkward and a tactical complication in an LPS 

army.  Most states with Pikes, however, have relatively few Shot, except for later Florence (but 

24-48 Pk(I) are excessive) and Sienna, which is limited to only 8 Pk and 8 Sk(O) in that case, but 

can field 14 Sh(I) at the same time.  Ln(O) are weaker than Ln(S) and slower than Ln(F), but 

with a skirmisher screen against fire they can deliver a cohesive assault that can be rebuffed 

easily only by PPS armies, in which case Arquebusier close support of the Lancers becomes 

important.  Once a gap is penetrated or a confused melee develops, PPS cohesion falls apart and 

the Lancers can wreak havoc.  Sh(I) supports are protected by nearby Lancers, but Sh(I) 

elsewhere are vulnerable to mounted if lacking Pk and vulnerable to Sh(F/O) in any 

circumstances.  They are thus safest used in BUAs and for close support.  The Pk/Sh choice is 

difficult, but other supports such as Sk(O), Bw(O) and LH(F) are readily available, plus 4 Hd(O) 

filler.  Bd(F) can also be a nasty surprise to enemy Pikes & Shot.  It is a mistake to try to fight 

the battle with the infantry.  As with most LPS armies, it is by the well-timed, screened Lancer 

charge, covered on the flanks, supported, and with a second wave or local reserve to continue 

pressure and exploit holes, that you will win (or lose in plenty of time for a second game).  A 

Condotta army has won an open HMGS tournament, and Condotta is a good list for mini-

campaigns.  OK at 350-400 AP. (Eric Lindberg) 

 

I:2  ITALIAN WARS FRENCH (LPS; B+; Moderate; 49)  Among the better pure LPS 

compositions, colorful with high-impact Ln(S) gendarmes plus maneuverable Ln(F) and quality 

Pk(S) as the striking forces and lots of LH(S/I), Sh(I), Sk(O) and low-grade pike and shot 

available to screen and support the decisive gendarmes charge  (my list preference is 1522 in the 

late Great Italian Wars).  Some opponents may be vulnerable to a frontal charge en haye, but 

against more solid opponents such as PPS or LPS you need a plan: e.g., hitting the enemy with 

screened and supported Ln(S) at one point and the Pike block impacting nearby while the Ln(F) 

and LH make a turning move on a flank.  The Lancers will often attack in two waves, the second 

reinforcing the first, filling gaps and exploiting success. Make that first charge count!  Careful 

grand tactics are even more important against firepower armies–the foregoing lessons were 

reinforced by a near-run engagement against Later Saxon firelocks.  At 400 AP and up, heavier 

Art may even become attractive, especially against opposing Pikes-heavy armies, although all 9 

Art(S/O) would be excessive!  OK at 350+ AP. (MikeK***) 

 

I:3  SWISS CONFEDERATE (Heavy Foot; C+; Easy; 64) The footnotes wisely suggest 

Swiss tactics of rapid attack in 3 compact echelonned 4x4 columns may be the best approach for 

this army, which has just enough supports to screen and keep enemy off the flanks of the Pk(S) 

long enough for a quick assault.   To achieve this, you may want both sub-generals as well as the 

Milanese ally-general (offering few but valuable Ln(S) auxiliaries to help deter enemy from 

coming too close), also taking all your other available auxiliaries, the Bd(F) being very useful 
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against Sk, Sh, and terrain.  The least useful Swiss extras may be the artillery; the APs may be 

better used for more Pikes.  The Swiss are for the straight-ahead player that faces things square 

on.  Fancy maneuvering, particularly as the battle lines close, is not an option.  Choosing the 

right target, moving aggressively with a large Pike block, and knowing how to fend off flank 

threats with a minimum of force for just long enough—these are the skills needed for the Swiss.  

Pushing hard may force the enemy to use his PIPs in defense rather than trying to work your 

flanks.  4-deep Pk(S) will roll over most foot, and especially enjoy slaughtering Pk(O).  The 

great enemies are Shot and Artillery.  Can be a particularly fun army in-period as a change of 

pace for the jaded cavalry commander, the battles fast and bloody.  OK at 400+ AP. (Jeff Bolton/ 

MikeK***) 

 

I:4  NEAPOLITAN SPANISH (LPS; B; Moderate; 59) This army benefits from low 

aggression but mandatory orchard does not help it get the open table it wants for its Lancers and 

compulsory 10 LH(O).  The adverse terrain makes an offensive army makeup problematic, but 

you can have a core of up to 6 Ln(S), solid but pricey and vulnerable to firearms.  The Lancers 

can be protected by swarms of Light Horse and on an open table (if you can arrange it) can 

swing around the enemy and smash up targets of opportunity. The 12 Sh(I) will be shot to pieces 

by Sh(O) but with Bd(F) behind have some chance of devastating hostile foot formations.  This 

army lets you minimize Pikes to 4, which remain useful support for some Sh(I) against mounted. 

 For a defensive approach, up to 4 Art(O) can give a strong incentive to even the most cowardly 

foe to advance and you may want to take up to 12 Fixed Obstacles (FO) or Fortifications for a 

solid defensive position bolstered by the 5-12 Art(I) available in 1512. In 1512 you can also 

upgrade the CinC to Sk(S), not a bad idea since the CinC is normally not someone you want to 

risk losing in close combat, and if Ln(S) you’ll be tempted to throw him in where he’ll chase off 

through enemy lines. OK at 400+ AP. (Lance Runolfsson) 

 

I:5  SPANISH IMPERIAL (LPS; B+; Moderate; 65)  One of the better LPS compositions 

(although it can add late era Pi(O)), its main drawbacks are fixed tercio Pk/Sh proportions and 

tying the Landsknecht Sh(I) arquebusiers to their Pikes.  Lancers of various grades are the key 

strike force, and have ample mounted and foot supports.  Plentiful Skirmishers screen, with the 4 

Sk(S) especially useful in disrupting the enemy before the charge.  6 Hd(O) add cheap filler.  

Unless you have 500 AP to play with, I recommend the pre-1534 list due to the requirement you 

take either 32 or 64 tercio foot (at 128 or 256 AP).  OK at 300+ AP. (MikeK*) 

 

I:6  VENETIAN ITALIAN (PPS but without Pikes; B+; Easy; 53)   This army lacks Pikes in 

most periods,  not a real problem as it speeds up the army and the Shot can get flank support 

against cavalry from Pi(S).  The main choice is between Pi(S) and 20+ Sh(O) after 1606 and 

Ln(O/F) with Bw or Sh(I) earlier. Post-1606 is preferable.  LH(I) help on the flanks and to face 

Lancers, while field guns can provoke an enemy attack and Skirmishers help screen the cavalry 

against other firepower armies. Although in some ways this is more like an 18
th

 century army, 

grand tactics are standard PPS: shooting away everything to the front, focusing on the flanks 

when facing European foes.  This army has naught to fear from contemporary or earlier 

European foes, is comfortable with terrain against Ln/Si and in the open against other cavalry by 

relying on the Pi(S) supports (e.g., 9 Pi(S), plus 3 Pi(S) generals).  Among European armies, 
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PPS(F) armies and Sh(S) armies are a major threat.  Outside Europe, it is vulnerable to Shot(F), 

Warbands, and Sipahis due to the dearth of Pikes, and others such as Ottomans are a major 

threat.  OK at 350+ AP. (Alan Patrick et al.)  

 

I:7  GERMAN MINOR STATES (PPS(L) or LPS; B+; Moderate; 61)  Good, solid PPS(L) 

army in late period with massed Reiters, some useful LH, Sk and Art(I) supports.  Your Pi/Sh 

choice is a tough one between the middle period’s early Pi(O)/Sh(I) army or standard PPS(L) 

style Pi(I)/Sh(O/I) (the latter a meat grinder approach under DBR 1.0 that was defused by DBR 

1.1).  Tactics are standard PPS with frontal firepower coupled with attention to flank protection.  

Against armies with Sh(S/O/F), your Sh(I) need to be assigned safer duties and for firepower you 

need to rely more heavily on the numerous Pi(I).  Your lights will prove useful screening against 

longer-ranged enemy firepower.  16 compulsory Pk(O) may as well assault 4-deep, but strain the 

AP budget.  This army can also be fielded as a good LPS pre-1544, better against Sipahi foes, 

but does not offer a balanced transitional period as do, for example, the Austrian Imperials or 

Dutch Rebels—you take your horse from 1544 on as either all Pi(O) or all Pi(I) rather than being 

able to choose a useful mix.  OK at 400 AP.  (MikeK***)  

 

I:8  VALOIS FRENCH  (LPS; B-; Moderate; 57)  Overshadowed in popularity by the 

contemporary Italian Wars French list, this army suffers early on from a lack of reliable foot 

until Landsknechts become available after 1512.  It is, however, my possibly perverse personal 

preference.  The default heavy gun is Art(S), which costs 5 AP more, but you can take up to half 

your guns as Art(O).  In the late period 3 Pi(I) are available as useful fire support for the foot, the 

Dr(I) are fragile but useful in bad going, and you can take cheap optional Bw(I) useful against 

mounted, but you get no Swiss and have a different set of numerical requirements from the 

Italian Wars list.  There are a few tough period choices.  One in particular is that it is short of 

Shot until 1522, short of Skirmishers thereafter.  (Nik Gaukroger) 

 

I:9  MAXIMILIAN IMPERIAL (LPS; C+; Easy; 53)  Although appearing dull on paper, this 

nice early list works well on-table.  It's basically a Lancer army, with a good Pike core and better 

supports than most Lancer armies.  Skip the Ln(I): the 2 AP saving isn’t worth it and there are 

enough Burgundians for you to buy.  Take the Pi(I) and LH(S) for the useful tactical options they 

offer.  Split the 16 Arquebusiers half Sh(I) and half Sk(O). Sk(O) help against firepower armies.  

Sh(I) are useful for extending your line, supporting your horse, securing rough going, and killing 

enemy Sk, but not for shooting it out with better Shot.  Your Lancers need more finesse than 

DBM Knights, needing luck head-on against a well-formed enemy line.  Use a second line to 

capitalize on the mayhem caused by the first wave, using Ln rear-support only selectively.  I 

prefer to hold the Lancers back for a few turns awaiting the natural break-up of the enemy line as 

it advances. Use your Pikes to fix enemy attention until the time is right for the Lancer strike.  

The later Imperialist lists (I:5 and I:21) are more versatile.  OK at 300+ AP. (Bob Smith) 

 

I:10  EARLY TUDOR ENGLISH (Misc: Bd/Bw; C; Difficult; 52)  This army appears to be a 

medieval throwback with many costly Bd and Bw(S) suitable for the Wars of the Roses and 

historical battles vs. Scots and Irish, but can also face contemporary LPS armies if intelligently 

handled.  The Ln(O) and Ln(F) are available in respectable numbers, and can work very well 
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supported and screened by LH(O).  The Blades are vulnerable and should be kept in bad going 

and in any case unexposed to Shot.  Upgrading the Bw(S) to Sh(I) is not a net improvement—the 

Bw(S) offer a much more potent threat against enemy mounted, especially Lancers, although the 

army’s overall lack of Shot gets more acute after the 1520s.   Given the nature of its infantry, it 

will be hard pressed by more modern foes although it may be able to surprise its opponents at 

times with unfamiliar match-ups.  Its great advantage is that you can game Wars of the Roses or 

Hundred Years War DBM or DBR with the same figures.  OK at 400 AP.  (Nik Gaukroger) 

 

I:11  SCOTS COMMON ARMY (Heavy Foot; B-; Easy; 62)  A more versatile mass Pike 

army than the Swiss due to more supports, especially the Flodden (1513) army with 12 

conjectural but useful French Sk(O).  At least half the army will be Pikes formed for assault in 4-

deep blocks, Pk(S) in the front-rank (a sample list has 2 brigades of 3 blocks apiece to attack, 

together with supporting Wb and Skirmishers, plus a 7th single block supporting the horse).  

Sk(O) screen these and Highland Wb help secure bad terrain and menace intrusive enemy Shot.  

The 2 Ln(F) generals and single element of French noble Ln(S) can lend a hand as local shock 

reserves.  The horse is otherwise LH(O), good for screening, chasing away enemy Skirmishers 

seeking to delay the Pikes, and for flank cover.  There are likely to be few to spare for 

outflanking moves.  The compulsory 2 field guns have a central role in Scots Common tactics.   

Add an Art(S) positioned as primary shooter, and together they can subject any target the enemy 

offers to 42% or 58% mortality and almost certainly at least a recoil.  Having earthworks to 

allow them to fire overhead is better than having a hill, but for this you have to give up the 

French Skirmishers and 1 Ln(S), although you can add 2 Art(I), and afford to upgrade another 

cannon to Art(S) and add more LH(O).  The artilllery can be used to force a reluctant enemy to 

advance, blast him out of defensive positions, or disrupt part of the enemy army while you attack 

the rest.  Attacks can not be half-hearted: feed them high PIPs and strike massively with the lead 

Pikes, others covering the flanks to let the strike force hit home.  Scots favor a canny, patient 

general able to skirmish and use harassment gunfire to shape the flow of the battle but who can 

attack massively and decisively at the right place and time.  OK at 400+ AP.  (MikeK** (w/ 

thanks to Jeff Bolton)) 

 

I:12  OTTOMAN TURK (ECA; A; Difficult; 60 early, 76 late)  Ottomans are a versatile army 

with some tough period choices due to compulsory upgrades and downgrades, but it offers a 

variety of both cheap and useful Foot, Cavalry and Artillery types enabling them to engage any 

opposition (particularly good against PPS armies, somewhat less so against its eastern 

neighbors).  The main issue is that, to increase Sk(S) for screen-and-strike purposes to a full 

dozen after 1595, you need to field at least 19 Si(I) if seeking to retain some Bw(S) against 

enemy mounted, or convert all Janissary heavy foot to Sh(F) after 1625 in order to upgrade the 

feudals to Si(F)(in which case the Qapukulu Si(S/O) must also be regraded to Si(F)).  I prefer 

this late list to the overlapping late period list III:36 as Transylvanian allies (e.g., Ln(F) General, 

1 Ln(F), 5 LH(F), 3 Sh(I), 2 Pk(O) = 15 EE for 72 AP) are better than Tartars, although the other 

list allows Aggression 1 rather than 4.  For the late list the Transylvanians serve as a good anti-

cavalry defense command against Eastern opponents with heavier Sipahis or WWg or as an 

enveloping force against Westerners.  You need careful use of the Janissary Sh(F), WWg, 

Artillery and/or Sk(S) to bolster the Ottoman horse.  The middle period list does not need them 
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as it has Bw(S) Janissaries, War Wagons, 5 Si(S) Qapululu and some Si(O) feudal cavalry 

against mounted and has 10 Akinjis for the LH role.  The weakness of the middle era is that 

keeping Bw(S) reduces the number of Sh(F) and the Sk(S) can no longer screen the battle line 

with only 2 elements.  This army can use shock against missile troops and firepower against 

shock troops, and should be able to pursue both a skirmishing and envelopment strategy at the 

same time. Against PPS armies, eliminating the Shot is the first priority and opening access to 

the enemy flank and rear is the second.  You have the mounted and light strength to spread wide 

to work the flanks and, in the late period, more than enough Si(F/I) and Sh(F) to pick off Shot 

blocks exposed by the recoil of adjoining Pistols or Pikes in the skirmishing firefight.  You will 

usually invade so be wary of terrain but make the most of setting up last to evade enemy strength 

and exploit enemy weakness. I recommend Steve Lee’s December 1997 Reiter article regarding 

Ottomans, both early and late, although Si(I) and Sh(F), which he finds little use for, are critical 

parts of my plan against opponents with Shot.  In terms of anti-PPS doctrine, however, we agree 

that speed, shock, disordering the enemy and going for quick-kills are key.  While a highly 

effective combined arms force in the hands of a crafty veteran Turk, it can be a disjointed rabble 

in the wrong hands.  A scimitar, it can slash sharply but can be shattered in a head-on clash of 

brute force.  Compare the late Ottoman list (III:36).  OK at 400+ AP.  (Alan Patrick & 

MikeK***) 

 

I:13  ANATOLIAN TURKOMAN (Horse & Bow; C; Moderate; 65)  A Si(S/O) and LH(S) 

steppe army plus a mix of up to 30 Wb(I), Sk(I) or Bw(I) for terrain, screening, and shooting 

enemy mounted, some Hordes for filler, and, rather unusually, up to 2 bombards and 4 light 

guns.  It can pose a difficult problem for a contemporary LPS Western opponent, and has 

prospects even against PPS, but a key weakness is the all-Ally command structure, hampering an 

army that needs good maneuverability. OK at 300+ AP.  (MikeK*) 

 

I:14  MAMLUK EGYPTIAN (ECA/Steppe; B-; Moderate; 49)   This offers two different 

army types.  One is the final 1517 army beaten by the Ottomans, featuring 4 WWg, numerous 

guns, defense works, 3 Bw(I), 8 Hd(O) for filler or manning field works, and your choice of 6 

Sk(O) or Sh(I).  2 Gal(F) are compulsory and more available to help cover your WW flank.  The 

guns force the enemy to advance, the mobile forces turn his flanks and pin him down, he is 

weakened with fire, and the massed Si(S) strike force delivers the coup de grace.  An interesting 

rather than easy army.  The earlier traditional Mamluk army lets you dispense with the Bombard 

at the cost of losing the 6 Sh(I) or Sk(O) and the Naval, but you can field LH(S), Si(O), a few 

Wb(O), Sk(I) and additional Bw(I), making this basically a straightforward Steppe army.   The 

list runs out of steam at 450 AP, with the Steppe variant best at 350 AP.   (Alan Patrick). 

 

I:15  HUNGARIAN (LPS; C+;  Moderate; 65)  An unusually proportioned LPS, its core is a 

dozen Ln and 16 LH(S/F).  Numerous supports include early Pk/Sh formations, Art(I), Bows and 

Skirmishers.  Good fun for Mohacs, but for general service the weak infantry supports and ally 

generals hamper its effectiveness.   If you want a Ln/LH army, Poles are more versatile.  OK at 

350+ AP.  (MikeK*) 

 

I:16  KNIGHTS OF ST. JOHN (Misc: Medieval Knights; C+; Easy;  48)  A good DBR 
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transition for medieval DBM players, the early army features massed Lancers(S/O) supported by 

skirmish and missile detachments.  Tactics are a Lancer charge with close support from the Sh(I) 

Arquebusiers and screened by the Sk(I) while Bw(O/I) fend off enemy mounted working your 

flanks.   The 2 LH(S) Turcopoles can help run down enemy Skirmishers and join close combat in 

a pinch, while the Art(I) can be handy against some opposition.  The later army is unattractive, 

offering Pikes & Sh(I) but losing other useful types and emasculating the striking arm by 

dismounting the Lancers as vulnerable Bd(O).  OK at 300+ AP. (MikeK**) 

 

I:17  VENETIAN COLONIAL (LPS; B; Moderate; 64)  The core of this army is a dozen LH 

and 7 Ln, including generals.  The early period army is weak; the late period is much stronger 

with Ln(F) as well as Ln(O) for shock and 6 Reiters, a dozen Shot(I), and several Art(O/I) for 

firepower.  Pk(O) support the Shot against horse while the large numbers of light troops will 

need to screen firepower opponents to allow the heavy cavalry and supports to strike decisively.  

The mass LH can be used effectively on the flanks as well as for screening.  Quite suitable for 

fighting Sipahi-heavy eastern opponents (such as its main historical opponent, the Turks) if 

formation integrity is maintained, but lack of Sh(O) will hurt against enemy with good Shot and 

for general purposes the Poles are a more versatile but somewhat similar army.  (Nik Gaukroger) 

 
I:18  WHITE SHEEP TURKOMAN (Horse & Bow; B-;  Moderate; 64 w/ 4 gen.)  Differs 

from the Anatolian Turkoman in limiting Artillery to bombards but on the plus side offers 1-3 

sub-generals, Si(S/O), a mix of LH(S/F), a choice of better Bw and Sk, a contingent of 4-6 Sh(I) 

useful against enemy Bows, and Hd filler.  A nice H/B army, with good choices for composition, 

upgrades and downgrades.  As always with these armies, be careful with the Bw and work the 

enemy flanks as much as possible.  OK at 350+ AP, and at 400+ AP all 4 generals are preferable 

to maximize mobility.  (MikeK***) 

 

I:19  SAFAVID PERSIAN (ECA or Horse & Bow; A-; Difficult; 56)  No more than a good 

Horse/Bow army benefiting from Portable Obstacles for the Bow(I) early on, Shah Abbas’ later 

“modernized” Persian army (note the list, but not Persia, ends in 1639) is an excellent and 

versatile army able to fight both eastern and western opponents. The solid 12 Sh(O) tufangchis 

and 4 Sk(S), supported by Bw(I)+PO to face cavalry, provide solid infantry support for the 

decisive mounted arm of Sipahis and Light Horse.  If a Western opponent commits Shot heavily 

on the flanks to support his horse, his Pikes in the center may make an easy firepower target.  

Destroy their flank supports, and enemy Shot are very vulnerable to the Sipahis.  For the 

infantry, however, favorable terrain may be important against opposing Lancers and Sipahis.  

The mounted striking arm is a flexible mix of Si(S/O/F), supported by optional LH(S) that work 

well using multi-line tactics along with the Sipahis and Sk(S). The compulsory Art(O) is not 

particularly cost-effective, but the 0-6 Camel Gun Art(F) can be useful in support of the Sipahis, 

the 2-6 Hd(O) are good filler, and the 0-6 Wb(O) or Bd(F) swordsmen are handy in bad terrain 

and for assisting the Sipahis against enemy Pike and Shot.  The 56-element army list places some 

emphasis on size and staying power, with lighter Si(F); a quality-centric list could field under 50 

elements, with more artillery and heavier Sipahis.  All in all, a formidable and fun eastern army 

combining shock, screen and firepower troops—rated as Difficult only because it is a notch 

above most Moderate armies in learning curve and tactical complexity. The later army is strong 
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against European armies, but has both strengths and vulnerabilities against neighbors such as the 

Ottomans and Indian armies–it is perhaps not as versatile.  OK at 350+ AP.  (Alan Patrick; 

MikeK***) 

 
I:20  WALLACHIAN, MOLDAVIAN, TRANSYLVANIAN (Horse & Bow, LPS; B+; 

Moderate; 60)  This is a colorful, schizophrenic army list.  Before 1606, it has a decided 

Lancers/horse archer cast, with Si(O), and then Ln(F), as the main shock type, and will have a 

difficult time with European opponents.  After 1606, it can field some very potent and varied 

armies suitable for almost any terrain and for attack or defense against almost any foe (including 

ahistorical match-ups in tournies)—though a firepower duel with Sh(S) armies will be tough. 

The best combination uses a core of maximum Ln(F) and Sh(O)/Pk(O) with minimum (12) 

LH(F) and 1 Art(O).  Pi(S), Dr(I), Sh(S/I), and LH(S/I) can be added to fit the player, plus up to 

15 Hd(F).  The most effective late variant is the Moldavian, which can fortify each Art(O) to fire 

over intervening friendly elements.  Transylvanians can not fortify, but convert Hd(F) to Sk(O).  

This army combines infantry firepower, LH skirmishing, and Lancers shock.  It can also field a 

very useful Ottoman ally—e.g., 1 Si(S) general, 1 Si(F), 6 Si(I), 4 Sh(F), 2 Hd(S), and 4 Sk(S).  

Its current victims include Venetian Colonials, Transylvanians, Ottomans, and other Europeans.  

OK at 300 AP, very good at 400 AP. (Jeff Bolton) 

 
I:21  AUSTRIAN IMPERIAL (LPS/PPS; A-; Moderate; 62)  This combined arms army is an 

"A" if played well, with excellent troop type balance: a solid Pikes core, Sk(S) snipers, a decent 

Pistols and Shot force, and Ln(F) for a nasty sting in the tail.  If you have patience and a sense of 

timing, it is highly effective.  A typical battle plan is to drive in enemy skirmishers, fix the 

enemy with mass Pikes, screen enemy shooters with the lights, concentrate firepower on a 

selected segment of the enemy line, and finally deliver the coup de grace—a well-timed Lancer 

charge.  Its light troops elevate this above similar armies.  You have enough Sk and LH to drive 

off  enemy Sk(O/I) and shield you from enemy firepower.  You can also keep up effective sniper 

fire: 2 Sk(S) have a 1 in 6 chance of shooting down most mounted.  Once close combat is joined, 

Sk(S) are good at protecting flanks and filling gaps. Take all 8 Grenzer even at 300 AP.  LH can 

also screen, but should avoid contact unless you enjoy having a big dead pile.  Many are put off 

by the 16 compulsory Pk(O), but the humble pikeman is useful. First, they do wonders for break 

points; second, they give you a solid base for cavalry maneuver; and third, they are very effective 

against a number of troop types, particularly with the Sk to keep them from being shredded by 

fire.  I use them en masse as a block which I either hurl at my opponent or use as a mobile terrain 

piece to protect my flank.  These horde with attitude (as Mike K. calls them) are a force no 

enemy can afford to ignore, particularly as he must kill some to break your army at low AP 

totals.  Pikes are also economical on PIPs, so 2 generals suffice at 300 AP.  The DBR 1.0 meat 

grinder force (Shot/Pi(I)) has been weakened by DBR 1.1.  You can still concentrate a fair 

amount of firepower, but it would be unwise to be too aggressive when these face heavier enemy 

Pistols.  The Ln(F) are a key part of the army.  Fragile but deadly, they need to be used with 

precision and timing—a rapier, not a cudgel.  Keep them in reserve for the decisive thrust, or 

combine them with LH for a fast-moving attack force.  The army's weakness is its lack of 

super-troops.  It depends on co-ordination of a number of troop types and presents myriad 

opportunities for getting it wrong.  It can also be vulnerable to firepower if the skirmisher screen 
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is mishandled.  OK at 300+ AP.  (Bob Smith) 

 

I:22  MING CHINESE (ECA; C+; Difficult; 90)   Your opponent can easily get a superiority 

complex reviewing all the Inferior troops on this list, but this fact and its 20 Hd(O) give it 

enormous size and the high breakpoints needed to win by attrition.  The 12 required Bd(I) are 

vulnerable both to modern Shot and to traditional Lancers and Sipahis, but serviceable for 

backing up WWg, Shot, or Bows, ambushing in Woods, or just filling space and bulking up a 

command.  They can also be a threat to Shot if they can assault them from behind a Skirmisher 

screen.  WWg can be linked with the Bd and Shot to roll forward in the center, supported by 

Sipahi/Bow wings, or the 4 WWg available in 1568-1571 could be paired off to the mounted 

wings to press forward while the center lags behind and fixes the enemy center.  The Si(O/I) mix 

is cost-effective, Portable Obstacles can help sustain the weak Shot against mounted attack, and 

up to a dozen Sk(I) are useful to screen fire.  The 3 Bd(F) available are usefully joined with 

screened Sipahis to take out Pike & Shot formations.   The lack of LH is an inconvenient but not 

critical deficiency, and could be remedied by Jurchen allies (Si(O) and LH(S)).  Up to 10 Art(I) 

are available, but the upgrade to heavy guns is too costly.  A challenging army to command and a 

nice spectacle.  A variant list is the Wo-k’ou Pirates, which replaces the cavalry with Sh(O) and 

the hordes with angry Hd(F) pirates. Among the options for the ambitious painter is the later 

Shun Rebels, fielded by Ian Gray: with 35 Hordes (20 Hd(O), 15 Hd(F)) and ally generals large, 

impressive armies can be put on the table at 300AP if minimum cavalry is selected–in favorable 

terrain the Shun are resilient.  Unfortunately, per Phil, pirates and rebels can not enjoy fielding 

Ch’i Chi-kuang’s charming War Wagons. Numerous even at 300 AP, balanced at 400+ AP. 

(MikeK***)  

 

I:23  MONGOLIAN (Steppe; C-; Easy; 48)  Almost pure Si(S/O) and LH(S/I), the only foot 

are 4 Hd(O), so terrain is a problem with Aggression 3.  If defending Mongolia, the lack of 

Roads limits the Invader’s initial terrain to a River and you can keep the field very open.  

Standard Steppe tactics apply—Sipahis striking at exposed Shot and other vulnerable elements 

from behind a LH screen, the LH(I) shooting to disorder the enemy, and the LH(S) scaring off 

enemy Sk.  Envelopment is standard Steppe grand tactics (I like a small LH-only command 

running around a flank, or screening the enemy center if the two heavier commands move to turn 

the wings), but this army can be foiled by bad terrain and outfought by a variety of opponents, 

especially given its relatively small size.  Even the primitive American Bw(I) armies are a threat. 

The Oirat with LH(I) are the best choice–it’s a shame that Tibetan allies can’t bring their 

armoured archers along.  Best defending at 300 AP with lots of maneuver room.  (MikeK**) 

 

I:24  JURCHEN (Steppe; C-; Easy; 56)  Having 6 more available Hd(O) and slightly lower 

aggression than the Mongolians does not outweigh the lack of an option to upgrade to Si(S), ally 

generalship, and terrain.  A mandatory Wood (!) and likely Invader’s steep hills on defense mean 

this army is likely to face inconvenient terrain wherever it goes. Seriously consider Ming allies, 

heavy on Bd(I) for terrain and Bw(I) for missile fire, but also consider that the notes say this list 

exists mainly to provide contingents for the Ming and Koreans, where the Si(O) and LH(S) may 

come in useful.  Best at lower AP.  (MikeK*) 
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I:25  KOREAN (ECA; B-; Difficult; 65)  Koreans can be fielded as a decent Horse/Bow army 

(though lacking Sk), but there are better H/B armies and I think it a shame to waste Korean 

defensive potential, with 0 Aggression, compulsory H(S) and Enclosed Fields, and the defense 

works and artillery for a defensive general to make the most of it.  DBR terrain rules allow the 

Korean to effectively dictate the entire battlefield, but even the more balanced DBM 3 terrain 

rules give him a lot of terrain to work with.  Waterways are useful, but you are unlikely to get 

one (if you do, however, note that you can put Baggage on Ships(I) that can shoot 200p and the 

Turtle Ship is unique.  The Enclosed Fields are a slowing obstacle that leaves a field of fire clear 

for your guns, but if the enemy has numerous musketeers then keep the guns out of musket range 

of the fields and some Sipahis nearby to deter any Shot that take the feature from approaching 

the guns.  Most opponents will put down no terrain pieces, so you will control the nature of the 

terrain on the field, though not its location. This places a premium on extensive drill using likely 

terrain in various configurations as well as formulating pre-considered battle plans.  Defense 

works are easily mislocated, making anticipation of enemy reaction to your dispositions critical.  

Remember that you need not defend the works–sometimes they are useful just to constrict the 

enemy advance.  However, avoid gamesmanship in sprinkling the FO between the armies.  

Results also depend on whether the enemy is prepared for your tactics.  3 Art(S) behind and 

firing over the heads of covering Pikes(I) can tear up suitable enemy targets at a distance (e.g., 

baggage), with 4 Art(I) helping at short range or contesting other avenues of approach.  The Shot 

are only Sh(I), but these will have to do.  I have not fielded Bd(I), but they are the best troops 

you have to ambush enemy Shot in bad terrain.  I like to parcel out the Sipahis to threaten enemy 

Shot advancing on the defenses, but they could also be massed to exploit weakness.  The LH(F) 

can feint, clear away Skirmishers and threaten envelopments if the terrain permits (with your 

defensive posture, offensive action is likely to be a surprise to the foe).  Ideally, the enemy is 

stung into a misjudged advance on the defenses but pinned at safe firing range by feints and 

threats.  Shot(S) armies are the worst threat due to their ability to win the firepower battle and 

Grenadiers able to first screen Korean fire and then assault the fortified guns.  A Korean general 

needs a good eye for ground, skill at the well-timed counter-attack, and the patience to master 

this complex and difficult army.  On that task, I have hardly started.  OK at 300+ AP H/B (which 

does not optimize use of the terrain), 400+ AP ECA with guns and works.  (MikeK*** et al.) 
 
I:26  JAPANESE (ECA; B-; Difficult; 58)  The later Japanese list upgrades mounted Samurai 

to Ln(F) from Si(O) and Ashigaru from Bd(F) to Sh(O) (I can afford about a dozen of each).   

This is supplemented by some Bw(O/I), an Art(I) (just in case), and 12 Hd(F) town militia as 

filler. The downside when facing firearms or heavy mounted armies is the 12 compulsory Bd(O) 

foot Samurai, pretty but slow, expensive, and vulnerable.  I have had modest success with 

massing these behind some Shot who assault enemy Pike &  Shot formations, the Shot being 

blown back or away by heavy firepower while closing but getting the Samurai close enough to 

assault (fortunately the Blades can interpenetrate).  This is a PIP-intensive tactic and bloody; the 

Bd command is likely to break fairly quickly, so plan for this by focusing on speed and not idling 

under fire.  The other commands concentrate the Lancers and Bows with some Shot and Hd(F) 

filler.  They look for a gap or flank to assault, with the lack of screening troops meaning a Hd(F) 

may need to be sacrificed for the purpose (otherwise they are kept in the rear).  Against armies 

lacking Shot, the Japanese are more formidable as the Samurai are good against other foot.  
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Finding it hard to think of the Samurai as laggards compared with the Ashigaru in battle and 

regarding their armor quite light for its effectiveness, I would suggest they be fielded as Bd(F) in 

a friendly game.  Note that the size of the list can be dramatically expanded by fielding the 30-60 

optional Ikko Ikki Hd(S) fanatics, who are cost-effective against a variety of opposing troop 

types and dramatically increase the army’s overall staying power. Battles against historical 

opponents will be bloody.  This is a challenging army. OK at 400+ AP. (MikeK***)  

 

I:27  MANCHU AND CH’ING CHINESE (Horse & Bow; C+; Moderate; 68)  This is an 

unimpressive pure Steppe Si(O)/LH(S) high Aggression army before 1621, but after that the 

addition of Chinese troops (moderate quantities of Sh(I) and Bw(I), Sk(O/I), as well as Hd(O) 

filler and some Si(I))  shifts it to the more capable H/B mold (like the Turkoman armies).  It may 

be worthwhile to upgrade a few of the 12 Hd to Bd(I) to assail the Pikes of Pike & Shot 

opponents. Up to 6 mobile Art(F/I) are available as useful fire support, especially against armies 

with few Shot and to deal with troublesome WWg, El, Pk, and Pistols.  If the enemy can be 

pinned in place by envelopment threats, they can concentrate a highly disruptive fire on the 

enemy in preparation for mounted attacks supported by missile infantry formations.  Just be 

cautious in your reliance on the Si(I).  Note that the lack of Roads up to 1643 means an Invader 

can’t clutter your homeland with steep hills, but with Aggression 4 it’s unlikely you will be 

defending.  Best at 400+ AP where a 4th general and/or the Artillery are affordable.  (MikeK***) 

 

I:28  TIBETAN (Horse & Bow; C; Moderate; 80)  Old-style Si(S/O)/Bows(O) army with low 

Aggression, 12 supporting Sk(I) and 24 Hordes(O) filler, but ally generals limit its nimbleness.   

Aggression 1 and lack of roads limits an Invader to a River, but you do need to place a 

mandatory H(S).  Nomad Ally LH(F) for a screen and flank action are available and 

recommended.  FO are available but not very helpful without artillery and especially vs. infantry 

firepower.  Some of the Bw(O) armoured archers are a good idea, but the whole 24 are probably 

too much.  The Ming ally Bd(I)/Bw have relatively little to offer given the likely terrain.  OK at 

350+ AP. (MikeK*) 

 

I:29  AZTEC (Heavy Foot; C; Moderate/Difficult; 118, or 113 with 4 Generals)  Like most 

American armies, this offers impressive numbers of unimpressive troop types, but unlike them it 

has some bite. The fierce Aztecs are among the better American contenders, with numerous 

Bd(I) and Hd(S) able to hold for a while against many opposing troops types while the 2-18 

Wb(S) constitute the army’s strike force, probably best used in two groups held in reserve until 

ready to maneuver to attack.  Facing quick kills from Lancers may be unpleasant, but they are 

likely to follow up and be swallowed up in the second line.  Sipahis and Pistols will prevail over 

time, but you have superior numbers.  Enemy Shot is dangerous, but Blades and Warbands pose 

a counter-threat to Pike and Shot formations and you can afford the losses to get them to close 

(but do use your ample screen).  Your firepower is a mere 6 Bw(I), and a 4th allied command of 

Toltec Bows would seem a good idea to help face mounted.  If not, consider a third sub-general 

to help your PIPs.  Your vast numbers give you resilience and time (given ample PIPs) to 

envelop the smaller enemy armies that they can not match head-on.  Advance planning and drill 

moving and unpacking large formations in battle will be useful with Aztecs. Like other 

American armies, they benefit from lower AP totals which allow envelopment and reduce PIP 
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drain.  Note that the PIP drain problem faced by shock armies will be greatly exacerbated by the 

size of the army and the disordering effect of enemy firepower, so focus on dealing with recoils 

and casualties in your formation drill.  Beware of taking too much terrain, even against a 

mounted opponent, since you too need some room to maneuver troops in large blocks.  OK at 

300+ AP.  (MikeK**) 

 

I:30  TARASCAN OR TLAXCALAN (Misc: Bd/Bw; C-; Moderate; 100)   Mainly Bw(I) 

backed up by 16 Bd(I) plus some Skirmishers (unless you field Tlaxcalans with Spanish allies).  

The Bw(O) can be useful, especially vs. enemy Bw(I), and the Bd(I) supports are useful for the 

Bw, but the army has only 10 Sk(I) and 8 Wb(S), not much in the way of a screen or serious 

threat to enemy foot.  Probably best at 300-350 AP.  Consider taking a 4th general to help keep 

the large number of troops moving.  (MikeK*) 

 

I:31  MIXTEC OR ZAPOTEC (Heavy Foot; D+; Moderate; 111)  If you ever wanted to 

command massed Wb(I) (who now neither receive nor provide a rear-rank bonus), this is the 

army for you.  You get Wb(I), ample Sk(I), and an option to upgrade 20 to Wb(S), which at least 

offers significant hitting power.  Conjectural grand tactics are to deploy back across the entire 

table, seeking advantage from terrain where possible, use Skirmishers and selective advances to 

try to fix the enemy to your front, and maneuver the 4x5 Wb(S) strike force under the CinC to 

take your one shot at victory.  Toltec allies are recommended for Bw(I) to counter mounted.  

Best at 300 AP.  (MikeK**) 

 

I:32  PUEBLO CULTURES (Missile: Bows; D+; Easy; 121)  One advantage of this army is 

that an Invader can’t put down any terrain, though the downside of this is that your vast force of 

Bw(I) and Sk(I) are fond of skulking in terrain.  This is an easy but one-dimensional army, with 

the 6 Wb(S) warriors adding some flavor but not much hitting power .  Its best chances are 

against similar American armies or using archery against Steppe armies.  Best at 300 AP.  

(MikeK*) 

 

I:33  NORTH WEST AMERICAN (Missile: Bows; D+; Easy; 117)  Inferior Bows aplenty 

with a few Skirmishers.  Less versatile than Pueblo Cultures, and the mandatory WW could be 

useful excpt for the fact that your Boats(O) don’t should, can’t land anything more formidable 

than Bw(I) behind enemy lines, and a narrow battlefield does not help an army of this size except 

perhaps in making a draw on time more likely.  Best at 300 AP.  (MikeK*) 

 

I:34  MAYA (Heavy Foot; D+; Moderate; 126)  If you think Wb(I), Bw(I) and Sk(X/I) are 

combined arms, you will enjoy this.  Aggression 0 and a mandatory Wd will at least make it 

likely you get the battlefield you want and you must make the most of this opportunity.  The later 

period including H(S) terrain gives you more places for the Wb(I) to hide.  Taking the maximum 

of everything except Wb(I) (of which you still get 81 at 400 AP) seems the best plan. Best at 300 

AP. (MikeK*) 

 

I:35  INCA (Heavy Foot; C; Moderate; 113)  The basic army is Wb(I), Hd(F) and Sk(I), but 

the later options, including Conquistadors, add some limited capabilities, especially against 
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American opponents.  OK at 350+ AP.  (MikeK*) 

 

I:36  AMAZONIAN (Bows; D+; Easy; 111)  The main attractions are 0 aggression and 

mandatory WW and Wd, giving ample terrain.  Otherwise, it’s just massed Bw(I) with a dozen 

Hd(F) and 6 costly Sk(X).  Buy 6 canoes and sent a few elements upriver to make a nuisance of 

themselves behind enemy lines.  Best at 300 AP.  (MikeK*) 

 

I:37  NATCHEZ AND MOUND BUILDERS (Misc: Bd/Bw; C-; Moderate; 130)  Similar in 

some respects to the Aztecs in composition, with more Bows available but lacking Wb(S) shock 

troops.  The 8-16 Noble Bd(I) and plentiful Stinkard Hd(S) will have to do for this purpose, with 

the bulk of the army your choice of Honoured Bw(I) or Sk(I).  Terrain options are less than ideal 

for this army, in which most elements would enjoy gentle but rough going hills.  Best at 300-350 

AP.  (MikeK*) 

 

I:38  EASTERN FOREST AMERICAN (Heavy Foot; C-; Moderate; 116)  The Wb(I) and 

Sk(I) mix is unimpressive, but later on a few upgrade to Wb(O) and a lot to Sk(O) with better 

prospects and still enormous numbers.  Ally-generals are a handicap, but the compulsory River 

and Wood are helpful.  Unfortunately, until DBR is revised to allow Wb(I) and Skirmisher group 

moves through difficult going, most of the army will have to sit passively in the terrain.  Best at 

300+.  (MikeK*) 

 

I:39  CANADIAN FRENCH (Missile (Shot/Sk(S)); C+; Easy;  max300)  Good River and 

Wood compulsory terrain, but the lack of varied bad terrain pieces effectively limits you to a 

town, some woods and water obstacles.  This is unfortunate since this army thrives in bad terrain, 

the militia Sh(I) sans Pikes unimpressive elsewhere except against American Bw/Sk opponents 

to whom it will be a terror.  Artillery can be usefully provocative and the large number of Sk(S) 

are a real nuisance to any enemy.  The French 4-12 Sh(F) are a real threat to enemy Shot, 

especially in a surprise ambush, but the inability to assure cover for them to close can be 

catastrophic on offense.  A main weakness of this army is the limited ability to face enemy 

cavalry.  The issue keeps coming back to the importance of terrain—you need to think, watch 

and strike at the right time unless facing American armies, almost all of which are vulnerable to 

this army’s firepower and Sk(S) and whose main threats are envelopment and attrition.  (Ian 

Gray; MikeK*) 

 

I:40  ENGLISH OR DUTCH COLONIAL (Shot; B-; Easy;  max300)  Up to 1636 the army 

is basically Sh(O) supported against mounted and American Warbands by Pk(I) and screened by 

a few Sk(I) Indians.  In the later periods, you can upgrade the Pikes to Sh(S), and later the Shot 

to Sh(S) as well, but will miss the Pikes against a variety of enemy shock troops. Your only 

mounted are up to 2 elements of Dragoons(S), your artillery a lone Art(I).  You do enjoy a few 

snipers, but don’t really need these with the Sh(S).  Historical opponents have Sh(F), Wb or Bd 

to attack the Shot while other opponents will bring superior quality to bear and take advantage of 

the lack of mounted mobility in this army.  (MikeK*) 

 

I:41  SPANISH COLONIAL (Pike & Shot; C+; Easy;  max300)  Primarily Pikes and 
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Shot(O/I), but only a few Ln(I) and LH(I) mounted and frills such as War dogs and 2 Sh(F).  

Good for suppressing native insurrections and most suitable for battling Buccaneers. (MikeK*) 

 

I:42  BUCCANEER (Misc: Wb/Shot; C; Easy; 67 w/ 4 Gen + 1 Art(S))  A colourful 

infantry-only army consisting of a core of cutlass and pistol Wb(O) and musket-armed Sh(F) 

with a few supports such as Sk(S), Cimaroon Sk(O) and some Art(S).  Buccaneers lack troops to 

effectively counter cavalry, but do have great potential for those wanting to model a very 

interesting camp diorama. They can have a large navy, but due to high aggression getting a WW 

or the other good terrain is difficult.  I find aggressive tactics the only way to use this army. I 

deploy pirates with cutlass & pistol in 2 or more ranks, screen with Cimaroons and allocate high 

PIP's to get them into contact ASAP. Well placed artillery can dislodge enemy Pikes and help the 

buccaneers attack supporting shot.  Be careful attacking across enclosures or other bad going 

areas, especially when facing enemy Shot who can break up your formations. Against mixed 

Pikes & Shot try leading with the musket-armed Pirates, but avoid fire fights.  Cavalry seems 

best charged cutlass in hand, though this is not an ideal weapon against a mounted opponent!  

Artillery, though expensive, can be also be useful in damaging enemy pike and cavalry.  Finally, 

a small force of naval Shp(F) can use 300p naval fire to help protect a flank and is one of the few 

ways to reduce the effects of the enemy mounted outflanking you.  Buccaneers are great 

opponents for the 1654-55 West Indies New Model expedition and French, Dutch, and Spanish 

colonies.  The army is large by DBR standards, which creates some command and control 

problems, aggravated by the limitation to Ally Generals.  This is a good army to fight Shot, with 

both Sh(F) and Wb(O), plus enough Skirmishers to be screened on the way in, but may come to 

grief if it does pirating far from Caribbean waters.  I recommend you use at least 3 generals at 

300 AP, 4 if at 400. (Keith McNelly) 

 

I:43  ELIZABETHAN ENGLISH (Misc: Bd/Bw to LPS; C; Moderate; 61)  Somewhat 

unwieldy even when the awkward Bd/Bw component is upgraded away to the extent possible, 

mainly because of the clouds of LH(O) Staves required for even the minimum of Lancers.  I 

favor the late period where Pikes replace Billmen and you can replace half or more of the 

longbows with musketeers (but I would keep 4 Bw(S), useful against mounted).   My sample list 

has 16 Pk(O), 4 Sh(O), 4 Bw(S), 8 Sh(I) afoot and 4 Ln(F) and 22 LH(O) mounted, plus 3 Ln(F) 

generals.   One could take the minimum 15 LH(O), but this seriously reduces the mounted strike 

force and I don’t see better options for a general purpose list.  Obviously deep formations of 

Pikes are indicated and both these and the numerous LH(O) must play an important role.  This 

army has no fear of mounted opposition, but firepower opponents could be a problem–LH are 

not as good a screen for the foot at Skirmishers would be. Developing a unique tactical doctrine 

is the task of the Elizabethan general. OK at 350+ AP.  (MikeK*)  

 

I:44  OLD IRISH (ECA; B; Difficult; 85)  Quite interesting (and viable) in period against 

enemy Sh(I) forces, it combines a good nucleus of Pikes & Shot with ample lights, good close 

combat infantry, and LH, with a Spanish ally (featuring Lancers, a LH(I) and a few Pike & Shot) 

useful against heavier enemies. With an excess of ordinary Skirmishers anyway, it is best to get 

as many (S) as possible.  “Old Style” Bd, Wb, and Sk troop types are useful in ambush, and the 

Bd galloglaich can stand up to mounted if supported and engage Shot if screened before contact. 
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In the later period a substantial Pike & Shot force can be fielded for open areas.  The CinC 

should be Ln(F), and all the LH(O) taken since it is the only mounted available and a valuable 

feint/threat force.  One might be tempted to field English Bw(S) from the early period, but the 

later Pk/Sh and Sk upgrades are more versatile.  Terrain use is critical for this army, and 

Aggression 1 and mandatory Marsh gives it a good chance of getting favorable terrain. 

Paradoxically, it is best in both very dense terrain or very open—the dense because the Sk(S), 

redshanks and galloglaich can use the terrain to ambush enemy scouts and Shot, especially 

contemporary Sh(I), the very open because the LH can run through gaps or around an open flank 

to take the enemy in rear.   Note plashed wood edges can be “in ambush.”  You may try putting 

them on the rear rather than forward wood edge as an obstruction for the enemy (I do not believe 

such an obstacle can benefit the Irish in close combat, but it would be quite a surprise).  The 

troop variety provides diverse capabilities, but no super-troops.  Planning, practice and 

coordination are critical, making this a challenging army to use well.  However, it has beaten 

both Cavaliers and Imperialists by negating the enemy horse with terrain, Sk, Pk, Sh and LH 

while throwing massed Pk, Bd and Wb at the enemy infantry centers, screened before contact by 

Skirmishers.  (Alan Patrick) 

  

I:45  FRENCH HUGUENOT (PPS(L); B; Moderate; 58)  The original historical PPS(L) 

army with Pi(I) and Sh(I), but not an inordinate number, supplemented by the ability to add 

either Pi(S) to support these or a Lancer strike force.  It is hampered by ally generals, tough 

period choices and required troop types, but has good firepower.  Sk(S) enfants perdus and LH(I) 

are useful against armies with longer range firepower and to disorder LPS and other opponents 

trying to close.  Ln(S/F) are great for plugging gaps and intimidating the enemy from a screened 

or reserve position, but with this army the Reiters and Arquebusiers will do the front-line 

fighting.  OK at 300+, needing higher totals in later periods. (MikeK**) 

 

I:46  FRENCH CATHOLIC (LPS; B; Moderate; 64)  In the pre-1590 era, another solid LPS 

army with a good mounted mix including medium-grade Ln(O/F), available Pi(O), Reiters, and 

Light Horse, supported by an ample Skirmisher screen and a minimum of 12 elite Swiss Pikes.  

The Swiss Pikes can effectively screen a wide area against mounted or in deep blocks be used to 

distract the enemy while the decisive action is taken by the screened Lancers, but they are not 

cost-effective against many opponents.  There are some mandatory Pk(I) and Sh(I), who can best 

be regarded as filler.  The breakpoint is bolstered by 8 Hd(F) Paris militia.  Firepower is the main 

deficiency, and this was the first historical LPS army to suffer from effective PPS(L) firepower 

tactics as employed by the Huguenots.   For victory you need to rely on skill rather than troop 

types.  The early list is more balanced than the later Catholic League list, an unusual and brittle 

Lancer/Pi(O) shock army with limited foot and therefore greater sensitivity to army match-ups.  

OK at 400+ AP. (Nik Gaukroger) 

 

I:47  LOW COUNTRIES SPANISH (L/PPS; A-: Moderate; 51) A sound, versatile army rich 

in history, this list covers all Spanish armies after the Italian Wars through 1659, including the 

great battles of the Dutch Rebellion and 30YW.  Post-1630 it is a good transitional LPS-to-PPS 

force offering shock Ln(F), modest numbers of Pi(S/O/I), and a good 1:3 Pk/Sh ratio.  My list 

features 16 Sh(O), 8 Sh(I) and 8 Pk(O) for the infantry core, with a mix of Pistols to work with 
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the Sh(I). This breaks down tactically into 4 infantry regiments and 2 interlined Pistol and Shot 

formations, plus you get 4+ Ln(F) useful as a grand tactical reserve to strike at the suitable time 

or distributed among the commands as tactical reserves.  The downsides of the army are 

Aggression 4 and the lights practically limited to 1 LH(I) and 1 Sk(S), but screening troops are 

less important to an army with heavy firepower (most contemporaries have none). OK at 

350+AP. (MikeK***) 

 

I:48  DUTCH REBELLION (L/PPS(L)/PPS(H); A-;  Moderate; 52)  Historically a model for 

Europe and maybe the best DBR1.1 PPS(L) army, it evolves into a PPS(H) army in the 1600s.   

In both periods you can take up to 6 LH(I) for screening and skirmishing, useful auxiliaries for 

this army type.  In the PPS(L) era you can have your generals and 3-8 horse as Ln(F), up to 3 

Pi(S), 6-15 Pi(I) and an infantry core of Pk(O), Sh(O) and Sh(I) in equal proportions.  In the 

30YW version, the Shot all upgrade to (O) and the Ln(F) generals and horse convert to Pi(S) for 

an effective PPS(H) army augmented with some Pi(I) firepower.  The one PPS drawback is the 

1:2 Shot ratio, which means that you have rather more Pikes than you need.  Not the killer army 

it was under DBR1.0, but still effective under 1.1.  OK at 350+AP. (MikeK***)     
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CHOOSING YOUR DBR ARMY – PART 2:  BOOK TWO 
 

II:1  SCANDINAVIAN UNION (Misc: Lance/Pike or Blade & Bow; C+; Difficult; 78)  The 

Union shock army is not really LPS, having limited fire support from Bw and Art(I) rather than 

Shot, but these are sufficient to help face contemporary opponents.  It relies on half-dozen or 

more Ln(O) suitable for charging a likely target with useful LH(S) and LH(I) supports and 

screening Sk(O), Bd(F) to counter Pikes and assault Shot, and a few Pike blocks for pinning and 

support.  Second-line Hordes boost breakpoints (but are also serviceable against light troops).  

The Swedish army differs in dropping the guns, Pikes and Bd(F) in favor of straight Bd and Bw, 

useful against some mounted opponents but a medieval mix vulnerable to modern opponents.  It 

will take effort to learn how to make these armies work against modern opposition.  OK at 350+ 

AP. (MikeK**)   

 

II:2  EARLY DANISH (LPS; B; Moderate; 62)  I think this is strongest in the transitional 

1550-1570 period, fielding both Ln(F) and Pi(O) with equal numbers of Sh(I) and Pikes.  

Against PPS, Sk(O) are useful to soak up firepower and the Bd(F) to interpenetrate forward to 

quick-kill enemy Pikes and Shot.  The LPS mix is strengthened by the dozen Sh(I) and the half-

dozen Pi(O) fielded, but core tactics will remain LPS with the Ln and Pi making a critical attack 

(e.g., on a flank after trying to extend and thin the defenders to break their cohesion).  Mandatory 

Art(S) eats up AP, but this is offset by numerous Hd(O). OK at 300-400 AP. (MikeK*)  

 

II:3  EARLY VASA SWEDISH (LPS/PPS(L); B+; Easy; 60)  This army begins as a good 

LPS army but transitions to a good PPS(L) army under Karl IX after 1600, upgrading up to half 

the Sh(I) to Sh(O) (Easy in that period).  Bolstering the Shot with limited numbers of Art(I) 

organ guns, PO pike carts and swinefeathers, and Pikes makes disorder less of a threat and the 

army less vulnerable to mounted assault, thus easier to command than most PPS(L) armies once 

basic PPS(L) minor tactics and flank security are mastered.   I recommend the available 2 Pi(O) 

upgrades.  DBR1.1 changes to formerly supercharged PO and Pi(I) reduced this army’s lethality, 

but it remains a good PPS(L) army.  OK at 300-400 AP.  (MikeK***) 

 

II:4  RUSSIAN TRADITIONAL (ECA Firelock Variant; A-; Moderate; 49)  This army has 

a Sh(S) Firelock core but features Dvor and Boyar Sipahis(O/I) rather than Pistols as the main 

mounted arm and offers as additional supports Cossacks (aggressive Sh(F), or Sk(S/O) for 

screening), Ln(F), Pi(I), and some Western Pk(O)/Sh(O).  Sipahis are cheaper than Lancers or 

Pistols and in some circumstances more useful due to their quick-kill of enemy Sh/Bd.  Frontal 

tactics are simple, the Sh(S) and mandatory Art(S) simply shooting down the opposition, 

protected against Western cavalry by the walking wall of gulay gorod PO and using the Sipahis 

for counter-attacks and mopping up disordered foes.  The Sh(S) with PO, even at a +3(S) in one 

rank or +4(S) in two, are safe against Pistols but at some risk from a desperate Lancer or Sipahi 

charge under DBR1.1, so the Western Pike & Shot may be helpful to counter hard-charging 

mounted.  As with other smallish Firelock armies, flank protection is the main tactical 

complication, but you have good tools to achieve it.  Note the tricky minimums: you can cut the 

mandatory Si(I) from 14 to 8 if the 3 generals are fielded as Si(I) and LH(O) rather than Si(O).  

Best at 400-450 AP. (MikeK**) 
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II:5  JAGIELLONIAN POLISH AND LITHUANIAN (ECA; B+; Moderate; 45)  Simpler 

than the Rzeczpospolita list (see II:7), but not quite as versatile.  Comparing the two, the 

advantages of this list are: no compulsory Art(O), but available Art(I); lower Lancers minimum, 

either Ln(S) or Ln(F); readily available Pk(O) Shot supports and up to 2 Sk(O).  Disadvantages 

are: higher and more expensive proportions of required Si/LH to Ln; only 4 Sh(F); Sh(I) rather 

than Sh(O); no Hordes, whether fake Hussar or otherwise; no Pi(S), just the usual Pi(I).  

Otherwise, similar concerns apply.  (MikeK*) 

 

II:6  TARTAR (Steppe; C; Easy; 48 if Si, 61 if LH)  This covers the LH army of the later 

Crimean Khanate (with 6-10 Dr(I) and up to 8 Volga German Sh(O)) and the earlier Khanates 

conquered by the Russians, fielding Si(S/O) and LH(S/F/O) plus, for the Golden Horde, up to a 

dozen Bw(O/I).  These archers proved valuable for me against Polish cavalry, though they need 

to stay clear of WarWagons, and most enemy infantry–this highlights the importance of even a 

small infantry contingent to Steppe armies against dissimilar adversaries.  The Tartars compare 

favorably with the Mongolians and Jurchen, which have weaker Sipahis with Horde infantry 

support.  Bows are more PIP-efficient and tougher.  Tartars should be an interesting match on an 

open field against their main historical opponent, the Russians, but the Tartars face problems 

with bad terrain.  These armies need open country. Fortunately, other than Crimea they have 

Aggression 1 and the only terrain an Invader can deploy is a single River, bog, or gentle open 

hill.  Crimea at Aggression 3 allows the Invader to deploy a WW, but I can’t imagine why a 

Tartar army would want to place one. Nor are the ample Crimean earthworks of value against a 

firepower foe.  Tartar tactics are simple: skirmish the enemy frontally with Light Horse, avoiding 

contact while absorbing fire; encircle his flanks; and use the heavy cavalry to exploit any 

vulnerable gaps opened by enemy counter-maneuvers.  Add Bows to disrupt and decimate 

enemy mounted.  Best at 350 AP (compromise between maneuver room and my preferred add-

ons to the minimums).  (MikeK***) 

 

II:7  POLISH-LITHUANIAN RZECZPOSPOLITA (ECA; A; Difficult; 51)  A good 

looking and good quality attacking army combining East and West and effective against either.  

It features excellent terrain prospects with Aggression 1, no steep hills or WW for an Invader 

(who is limited to a River on the flank or one bog or hill).  The compulsory Marsh is handy to 

protect the required Art(O) from the front), and a BUA plus one of a Road, a River to join the 

Invader’s River, or a gentle hill will be suitable against adversaries who would prefer more 

terrain.  Rumours that this is a “killer” army will disappoint players who don’t develop the drill 

and skill to use it well.  The Ln(F), Si, and Sh(F) give it hitting power against foot and the WWg 

(though vulnerable to Train), Shot and Pi(I) Reiters give it substantial firepower.  War Wagons 

can provide a maneuver base for the horse and bolster the foot against enemies with numerous 

mounted.  As a bonus, the list lets you disguise up to 4 Hordes as Lancers to mislead your 

opponent (if playing several battles, your opponent will figure out which command has the fake 

hussars so consider splitting them between two commands). Drawbacks are required Art(O)(not 

much help for an assault army, but eventually may persuade a reluctant enemy to engage and 

will be nuisance if it can fire), lack of light infantry, and few Pk to support Shot against mounted. 

 Having Shot without Pk or Pistols to give flank support is the bane of most ECA armies.  Post-
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1618 the Poles can have 2 Pi(S), but only if they also field a compulsory Dragoon(O).  The 

numerous Cossack LH(F/I) required in proportion to the Lancers are cheap filler, useful for 

screening cavalry attacks, and executing feints or envelopments on suitable terrain, but too 

flimsy for front-line combat.  Opinions vary, but my preferred organization is a fast, small 

reserve or outflanking command under the CinC of mounted plus 2 Haiduk Sh(F) that moves to 

sometimes attack, sometimes draw away the enemy’s attention, and two 21 EE line of battle 

commands combining troop types (one skewed to faster and shock troops and the other to 

firepower).  In experienced hands able to handle their complexities, the Poles have the tools 

needed to crush many opponents, but the Lancers are a brittle weapon that must be thoughtfully 

wielded with proper timing, preparation, and support.  Facing PPS and missile armies, get the 

enemy sufficiently dislocated and overextended before launching the main assaults.  Hit a flank, 

open or widen a gap, or hit some point of suitable vulnerability allowing you to use your follow 

ups and speed to exploit by breaking enemy commands.  Screen them from fire with the Light 

Horse and have Sipahis cover their flanks and serve as a reserve.  Avoid bloody Lancer charges 

against PPS frontally—you need the Haiduks and Pistols to crack undisrupted PPS regiments.  If 

you can’t outflank the enemy, then screening the front and forcing the enemy to extend his wings 

with credible threats from heavies while also keeping a small central Lancer reserve is probably 

the best method for stretching the enemy and opening exploitable gaps.  Against Eastern 

opponents with more mounted, you will need to worry about gaps yourself so must watch flank 

cover for your formations.  Always keep a flying reserve.  Beware of enemy formations with a 

second battle line or reserves as Lancers are vulnerable to them when they win and follow up.  

Even if you lose, it will be glorious and visually satisfying.  With 3 generals the lowest 

minimums already total about 260 AP, so I do not recommend this army below 400 AP. 

(MikeK***) 

 

II:8  EARLY GUSTAVIAN SWEDISH (PPS(H); B+; Moderate; 54)  This army is basically 

PPS(H) since the limit of 8 Pi(I) squadrons means it must rely on heavier Pistols as well.  

Compared with the earlier Swedish list, it has fewer Pi(I), required Pi(F) or Pi(O), higher 

aggression, a fixed Pikes to Shot ratio, and expensive mandatory upgrade of Pk to (S) in the later 

period, but the mercenary regiments upgrade their Shot to musketeers and there are more Sk(O) 

and swinefeather POs, useful against mounted.  It is lacking in light troops and the mix of Pistols 

(including 2 optional Pi(S)) adds tactical complexity, but I have seen this army successfully used 

against a variety of strong opponents (PPS, Poles and Moghuls) by a general who knew how to 

use limited terrain.  It is important to note that this army does not demand as aggressive an 

approach as the Swedish 30YW list.  OK at 400+ AP. (MikeK***) 

 

II:9  FREE COSSACK (Sh(F)+LH; Moderate; B; 72)  This list covers some substantially 

different armies, sharing a core of Sh(F) (with optional Pk(F)) and Sk(S).  All the lists can opt for 

12-24 cheap and useful Peasant Hd(S), a few LH(S) and some Art(I), with 6 more Art(I) and 2 

Art(O) available to the Ukrainian rebellion (a pitiful army in WRG 2d but viable in DBR).  

Available LH are (F/I) and vary from negligible for the Siberians to up to 75(!) for the Don 

Cossacks, the rest having a practical 3-12.  Heavy horse are a few Si(O/I), and options include 

Dragoons, Pk(O), Bw(I), and replacement of some Pk(F) with Bd(F), though the restrictions 

mean you may not be able to get exactly what you prefer.  Such is life on the Steppes.  The Sh(F) 
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should give any Shot army (including Russian Sh(S)) nervous moments in close combat, but will 

lose a firefight and can be ridden down by heavy cavalry if they lack Pk(F) support.  Good minor 

tactics are important.  Cheap Art(I) are useful in various situations but due to their speed need to 

be with a slow “confrontation” command, while the Pk(F) can be used in deep formations for 

shock or in shallow ones to support a Sh(F) assault force facing heavy cavalry threats.  The LH 

have proven useful as screens, reserves and as a flanking force.  The Si are useful held back to 

strike disordered enemy Shot or Blades.  Hd(S) are also very cost-effective, especially against 

lighter cavalry.  This army favors a mostly open battlefield where the LH and Sh(F)/Pk(F) can 

maneuver and you can stretch out the enemy line, but with some rough or ambush terrain 

(especially a BUA) to break up enemy formations and provide havens for your Sk(S) snipers.  

Note that you need to take 3 Chaika Bts(O) to avoid having to take 12-24 FO Tabor (such 

defenses are not useful for this army’s natural style). Commanding these fun-loving freebooters 

requires an aggressive but wily player able to use their mobility effectively to bring their various 

strengths to bear and use terrain, mobility and combined arms to cover their weaknesses.  OK at 

300+ AP. (Eric Lindberg; MikeK***) 

 

II:10  GEORGIAN OR CIRCASSIAN (ECA; B-; Moderate; 62)  Low aggression and good 

terrain options help this army obtain a suitable battlefield for its combined arms style. This army 

has two distinct versions, early and late, each with its own advantages.  The early period offers 

quantity (Wb(I) to pad the army) and the later offers quality Sk(S).  I prefer the later period, 

using numerous pesky Sk(S) to disrupt the enemy and screen the Si(S/F), Wb and Bd(F) shock 

troops as they maneuver and charge through to assault enemy Shot, Pikes, Bows and other 

vulnerable elements.  Meanwhile, the LH pin and envelop the enemy elsewhere.  Although you 

can field all your Sipahis as (S), I prefer to downgrade some to the faster and cheaper Si(F).  

Skill at skirmishing with Sk(S) and good planning and fine timing in coordinated use of their 

supporting heavy troops are the abilities required.  Opposing LH pose a threat to your Sk(S) and 

enemy Ln a threat to your Si, Wb and Bd, so deploying and maneuvering to get the matchups 

right is important.  Against competent Western opponents, you probably face an attrition contest. 

 Skirmishing effectively with the Sharpshooters and engaging with your strike troops imposes a 

heavy PIP demand, which makes being limited to ally-generals a greater handicap. This army has 

been likened to Safavid Persians without the mandatory artillery, but I compare it with the Later 

Ottomans, which I prefer for screen and strike tactical methods because they are not burdened by 

ally generals.  I expect its performance against other eastern armies to be highly variable, but 

always interesting.  OK at 350+ AP. (MikeK**; thanks to Ian Gray) 
 

II:11  SIBERIAN TRIBES:  (C-; Various)  A variety of low-grade armies topping out at 

250AP, unsuited for tourneys but could be fun as a set of 6 opponents for a Russian “Trans-

Siberian Conquest” day-long minicampaign (e.g., Russians (Siberian Free Cossack list) get more 

AP but do not replace losses and must beat each tribe in turn to win).  (MikeK*) 

 

II:12  GERMAN CATHOLIC (Imperialist or League) (PPS(H-Plus); A-; Moderate; 53)  
Although it can field up to 12 Pi(I), this successor to the Austrian Imperial list is really PPS(H) 

with extras.  One of my favorite DBR armies is early 30YW Imperial Holy Roman Empire 

Eastern Frontier, a fair match for Ottomans, Gustavus’ Swedes, Bethlen Gabor’s Transylvanians 
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and most anyone else (although, as usual for polyglot combined arms forces, it is not anyone’s 

worst nightmare).  You might also call Wallenstein’s Imperialists the Byzantines or Late Romans 

of DBR.  Facing Firelock opposition is tough for all the earlier PPS armies, but I think this one 

has better tools for that job than most.  Its strength lies in the combined arms available, including 

good light foot (Grenz Sk(S)), varied light horse (LH(S/F/I)), solid heavy horse (Pi(S/O/I) and 0-

2 Ln(F) to keep the enemy wary), a solid infantry core of Pk(O)/Sh(O), and optional Art(S/O/I) 

with available redoubts.  After Lutzen (1632) you get 4 chevaux-de-frise POs, lower minimum 

Pikes, Art(I), and the ability to substitute Pi(O) for Pi(S), but I prefer the late 1620s with the 

Pi(S) Cuirassiers and a few Pi(I) and Lancers. The lights can do damage and keep the enemy 

busy, but expect to commit the heavies to win.  If the lights fail to tie down enough of the enemy, 

your outnumbered heavies can be beaten, so artful use of light troops is important. Although a 

complex combined arms force, the simple PPS(H) core keeps the Imperialists easier to command 

than typical ECA armies, hence I would put them on the high end of  “Moderate” difficulty, 

particularly as other variants are simpler: the Catholic League armies can be fielded without 

lights as PPS(H), and combined armies can include a few LH, but I prefer the tactical Swiss 

army knife offered by the Eastern list.  OK at 350+ AP.  (MikeK***) 

 

II:13  GERMAN PROTESTANT (PPS(H/L); B+; Moderate; 61) The fashionably attired but 

skittish 1631 Saxons—Pi(S), Art(O) and a mass of (I) Pikes and Shot—make a good punching 

bag army for PPS(F) opponents such as 30YW Swedes.  However, the Protestants also field 

sturdier PPS(H) armies, including the revolting Bohemians with Pi(S), up to 12 Pi(I), all Sh(O), 

levy Hordes, and numerous LH(F) available for screening and flank action.  The Bohemian 

rebels can also add Transylvanian allies for excitement at higher AP totals.  Other than this, 

however, the Protestants are weak in light troops.  OK at 300+ AP.  (MikeK***) 

 

II:14  CHRISTIAN IV DANISH (PPS(H); B+; Moderate; 42)  In the 30YW era this can be 

the prototypical PPS(H) list, with Shot(S/O), Artillery, and Pi(S), but at 400+ AP can also afford 

numerous mercenary Pi(I).  The expensive core elements and mandatory Art(S) make this a 

smallish army with flank protection a major concern.  At 300 AP it can’t protect its flanks, better 

at 350+ AP, best in a frontal fight with secure flanks at 450+ AP. (MikeK*) 

 

II:15  SWEDISH THIRTY YEARS WAR (PPS(F); B-; Moderate; 42)  The most famous 

PPS(F) army, its Sh(F) and Pi(O/F) are intended to knock out the Shot and Pistols of  PPS(H) 

opponents. Unfortunately, you face a tough period choice.  From 1635 the Pikes are fewer and 

(F) but the Pi(I) are all upgraded to costly Pi(F) instead of allowing the useful early period mix of 

Pistols.  You must also take more cavalry than foot, making the army fast and heavy but 

painfully small.  PPS(F) tactics depend on targeting your attack, timing, making the most of first 

impact, and not getting smashed in the flank by a wider foe.  One effective PPS(F) tactic against 

other PPS is to push a detachment of Pi(F) and Sh(F) around a flank in a threatening manner.  

This army is less versatile than other PPS(F) armies, but a cavalry general with Gustavus’ 

tactical skill, timing and aggressiveness can still wreak havoc on a PPS opponent.  OK at 400 

AP.  More AP may unduly narrow the scope for battlefield maneuver.  (MikeK***) 

 

II:16  FRENCH THIRTY YEARS WAR (PPS(H/F);  B+; Moderate; 52)  This can be a 
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conventional PPS(H) army with Pi(S/O) and some nice extras early on, but I think its real 

distinction is the post-1636 PPS(F) army, with better flexibility than both the Swedish 30YW 

army or the post-30YW Regency and Fronde (see comments on Fronde composition and tactics 

at II:25).  Its only real disadvantages compared with the latter are a lack of Art(I) and a Pk(O) 

minimum.  In its favor, you can field the generals and other horse as a mix ranging from all Pi(F) 

to all (cheaper and more durable) Pi(O), with up to 6 Pi(I), and get up to 4 rather than 3 Carabin 

LH(I).  The list runs short of horse over 400AP unless a Bernardine ally is used.  You can also 

choose a proportion of Pk(O)/Sh(O) ranging from none to substantial and a lower overall ratio of 

Pikes to Shot.  Bernardine allies add a Pi(F)/Sh(F) contingent to the early list, but the later list 

gives you equivalent troops plus the ability to customize your Fast vs. Ordinary proportions 

without the burden of an ally general.  It is the flexibility this gives the attacking player to fit his 

troops to his plan, particularly in a two-list tourney, that makes me give the nod to this army as 

opposed to the Regency/Fronde, not to mention the rich military and literary history (who can 

resist the Three Musketeers?).  (Nik Gaukroger; MikeK***) 

 

II:17  BISHOPS WARS ENGLISH (PPS(L); B-; Easy; 61)  This unimpressive Pike & Shot 

army is overshadowed by its more balanced ECW successors.  Drawbacks are a high 1:1 ratio of 

Pk(O/I) to Sh(O) (note that the reference to Sh(I) seems to be a typo) with limited horse, 

mandatory Dragoons, and high aggression.  The holdover Bw(S), Bd(I) and LH(O) elements may 

prove useful complications to the list in certain circumstances, but on the whole this army is 

straightforward but rather limited.  Opposing Sh(F) are a major threat.   (MikeK*) 

 

II:18  BISHOPS WAR SCOTS ROYALIST (PS; 33@238 AP)  With only 238 AP available, 

you can not even reach its nominal maximum of 250 AP due to a typo in the list (see the 

Unofficial DBR List Errata).  This army fields 3 regiments of Pikes & Shot, 1 Pi(I), a brigade of 

Highland Wb plus a few guns.  This and its mate are perfect for that Bishops War scenario or 

campaign you always wanted to try.  (MikeK*) 

 

II:19  SCOTS COVENANTER (Unusual PPS(L); B-; Easy; 59)  The mainstream list seems 

best.  In the Bishops’ War you get swinefeathers, but with Pikes available you really don’t need 

them and 6-8 Dr(I) are a burden.  Upgrading 4 or 5 of the Pi(I) to Ln(I) is a good idea.  They are 

brittle but a their presence complicates life for your PPS opponent. Serving in pairs they make 

good command reserves that can charge easily through the ample Art(I) against vulnerable 

opponents, while the 4 Highlander Sh(F) put ye fear o’ God in ye enemie Shotte.  Pi(I) in mass 

are a tempting target for the enemy, but spread out work well together with the Pikes and Shot.  

The Pikes are rated (I) due to use of short Pikes, but the (I) doesn’t hurt when shot by firearms 

and 3 Pk(I) are significantly more dangerous in contact than 2 Pk(O) (and add to breakpoints) for 

only 1 AP more.  If you want, you can get a lot of artillery as well.  DBR battle reports confirm 

that this army is disadvantaged against historical foes, but they remain a viable PPS(L) army.  

OK at 300 AP, and at high AP levels taking some of the ample heavy artillery looks increasingly 

interesting.  (MikeK**) 

 

II:20  SCOTS MONTROSE ROYALIST (ECA; B; Moderate; 47 @ 357 AP)  The list is 

rated for 300 AP but you can squeeze 361 AP out of it in 1646, though with little practical choice 
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of army composition.  At its maximum size, this is an unusual shock army mix of a dozen Sh(F) 

along with Pk(F), Wb(O), Pi(I), Dr(O), and 10 Ln(I), the last an interesting threat against PPS 

armies but very brittle.  Focus on beating the opposing foot. Your main infantry threat is the 

Sh(F) and the Wb(O), who are better than the Sh(F) in bad going, where enemy Shot are unlikely 

to bring their flank supports along.  The extra 50p move of the Pk(F) can make a surprising 

difference, especially vs. Sh(I). This army is at its best in close terrain, where its weak horse is 

less of a problem—with Aggression 0, it is likely to be able to defend.  May be interesting 

against the Covenanters, but a coordination challenge.  OK at 300 AP.  (Nik Gaukroger) 

 

II:21  ENGLISH CIVIL WAR ROYALIST (PPS(H); B; Moderate; 48)  As the Irish Royalist 

army, fielded with the dozen Pi(I), this resembles a PPS(L), but it is otherwise PPS(H), although 

the Pi(F) is less compatible with Sh(O) than Pi(O) would be as Pi(F) is best suited for a pre-

emptive charge from out of enemy range rather than a slow walk in support of the Sh(S/O).  

Your main period choice is between early, with Pikes at a 1:1 ratio but upgradable to Cornish 

Pk(S), or later, offering a 1:3 ratio of Pk(O) (lower than Parliament) and more Firelock Sh(S).  

Tactics must adapt to the foe, but having the wings of Pi(F) plus Shot chase off the opposing 

horse and turn on the infantry center in the best Prince Rupert tradition should do OK against 

Parliament, unless they shoot you to death with Pi(I) first.  Unfortunately, against combined arms 

the gallant Pi(F) may come to grief unless lucky, and its anti-Pistols specialization and 

ineligibility for rear support make Pi(F) less versatile than other Pistols.  OK at 300-400 AP.  

(MikeK***) 

 

II:22  ENGLISH CIVIL WAR PARLIAMENTARIAN (PPS(L/H); B+; Easy; 52)  The 

quintessential PPS(L) upgrade to Sh(O), you can field 18 Sh(O), 9 Pk(O), 18 Pi(I), 3 Pi(I) 

generals and a few odd elements, good for mowing down enemy to the front with close-range 

firepower.  It can also transition towards a solid PPS(H) army by upgrading some Pistols to 

Pi(O) to give the Shot some faster-moving flank support than the Pikes.  Either way, it is a 

straightforward army.  Its weaknesses are typical of the type—lack of screening troops and 

vulnerability to PPS(F) armies.  However, its firepower offers good odds of breaking up a 

PPS(F) attack sufficiently to prevent their cohesive charge and allow you to charge them first.  

Knowing how to keep in proper order, watch your flanks, shoot efficiently and charge when 

necessary are the skills of a PPS(L) army commander.  OK at 300+ AP. (MikeK***) 

 

II:23  ENGLISH NEW MODEL ARMY (PPS(H); B+; Easy; 49)  This army can be a PPS(H) 

stereotype with Pk(O), Sh(O), and Pi(O), though not as heavy as, for example, the Danes with 

their Pi(S) and Sh(S), or an all infantry force in the West Indies.  Both options lacking the close-

range firepower of a PPS(L), the redcoats will want to shoot up the PPS(L) at long range, while 

if the enemy closes they will prefer to charge home.  Facing Sh(S) in two ranks, avoid the losing 

firefight and charge into close combat with Sh(O) at +5 vs. Sh(S) at +4(S).  Other opponents can 

be engaged with fire.  Small in size due to expensive troops, the New Model will need to watch 

its flanks against a lot of opponents.  Terrain can secure a flank or interlined Pi(O) and Sh(O) can 

face off mounted envelopers.  I would suggest a large “morale critical” (so large that the army 

cannot be broken without breaking it) infantry command under the CinC to fix the enemy, with a 

fair number of Pistols so it can manage its own flanks, and two small mixed commands that 
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maneuver well and can act either independently or together.  If the CinC’s command must be 

beaten to break the army, you can afford to handle the small commands more aggressively.  For 

the player who does not know how to employ horse or wants more Sh(S) and fewer but faster 

Pikes, the West Indies army is your choice–take 3 Naval and you can deploy a WW to narrow 

the front against mounted adversaries.  OK at 300+ AP.  (MikeK***) 
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II:24  IRISH CONFEDERATE (PPS(H); B; Difficult; 63)  This list can generate two 

substantially different armies.  Both will have about 20 Sh(O), 4 Sk(S) and ample Wb(O). 

Ormonde’s army from 1648 is an ECW-type Pike & Shot army with about a dozen Pikes and a 

few Sh(S) and Pi(F) added, while Owen Roe O’Neill’s Ulster army gives the choice of 20 Pk or 

exchanging these for a surfeit of Sk(I) and allows fewer horse but some Ln(I).  Ormonde’s is 

more suited for taking the open field, but either army can make good use of its low aggression 

and mandatory marsh, since the weak mounted arm will make flank protection a significant 

concern.  One major drawback is the Ally-Generals, but this should be manageable as you will 

be relying largely on fire.  The combination of Sh(O) firepower and Wb lethality against Sh(F) 

should make this army well suited to fighting PPS armies, including PPS(F).  The complex 

tactical considerations do make this army more difficult than average.  The best course appears 

to be seeking dense terrain to cover at least one flank and closing quickly to combat, making this 

army suitable for an aggressive commander with an eye for ground.  (Alan Patrick) 

 

II:25  REGENCY AND FRONDE FRENCH (PPS(F); B+; Moderate; 54)  With the 

preceding and following French lists, this is among the best of PPS(F) lists, good for 

dismembering PPS armies and well-rounded with Sh(O) as well as Sh(F). The Fronde rebels 

have lots of pistol-packing Horse (Pi(F/I)), Fast insurgent Shot, and the flexibility of additional 

Art(I) and Sh(O) with or without Pikes.  This flexibility makes this list more complex but more 

versatile than pure PPS(F) armies.  The (O) infantry regiments can be used on the flanks for 

ranged firepower or to fix the enemy in place, with the Sh(F) and Pistols maneuvering swiftly to 

attack.  Pi(I) are best used in the center against PPS armies, and a flanking move with Pi(F) can 

be very distracting to a PPS opponent though not against opponents with Lancers, Sipahis, Bows, 

etc.  The Royal Army substitutes Pi(O) for most of the Pi(I) and requires a higher 1:2 proportion 

of Pikes for more of the army.  Good and more tailorable, but not as focused a structure as the 

Fronde can be. Compare with the 30YW French (II: 16).  Good at 300-400 AP, but the number 

of compulsory Pi(F) limits AP available for generals at 300 AP. (MikeK***) 

 

II:26  MOGHUL (ECA; A-; Difficult; 48)  The most complex, colorful, versatile and 

intriguing Indian army, with a balanced variety of useful troops and demonstrated offensive as 

well as defensive DBR abilities, particularly against mounted opposition. The early army 

combines WWg, pavised Sh(I) (though they lost the bite they had in DBR1.0) and Sipahis for a 

frontal assault on the enemy in historical fashion.  The later army adds 10 Levy Hd(O) for 

breakpoint and with Artillery, Bw(I), and Sk(S) firepower allows either a firepower-heavy or 

mounted-heavy organization.  WWg can help massed Shot and Bows roll forward or help the 

cavalry on a flank.  WWg, the Art(S) and Bw(I) with some Shot and backed by Hordes can form 

a massive firepower center that can advance echelonned back from the flanks to pin the enemy 

while a decision is sought on one or both wings.  Alternatively, you can reduce the missile foot 

and for firepower rely more on the mobile Artillery to support expensive mixed strike forces of 

Elephants, Lancers and Sipahis, assisted by LH contingents to pin, screen and clear away 

Skirmishers, Sh(I) if needed to face enemy Bows, and/or a few Bw(I) to shoot up enemy cavalry. 

Moghul Art(X) with their +2 factor against cavalry and the Bw(I) have the potential to decimate 

and disorder enemy horse before close combat, particularly if the light troops buy them time to 

do so or the enemy is passive.  The mounted forces should strive to exploit their superior 
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mobility against PPS and other grand tactically less maneuverable opponents by approaching 

them from the flanks to force the opposing wings to wheel and break up their overall battle line.  

Bd(F) are specialized, but a nice local reserve and counter to Pike & Shot at higher APs.  If you 

choose an El CinC (with topless female personal attendants, parasols etc.), expect him to be the 

target of enemy artillery unless well-screened.  Mike K. prefers a cheaper Ln(F) CinC held in 

reserve to avoid the temptation to risk him too readily in combat.  El(I) are 1/3 cheaper than 

El(S), but (S) can be key in a critical combat.  Unlike off-the-shelf PPS armies, the Moghuls, like 

all ECA armies, handle uniquely in their different variants and require a lot of drill and creative 

customization for the battlefield and opponent.  One interesting aspect of this later Moghul 

version is that you may have a greater coordination challenge against other ECA armies than 

against PPS as most of these will find it easier to achieve their minor tactical goals and match-

ups than you will, although the army is a proven match for Ottomans, Safavids, and PPS armies. 

If you can afford only 2 generals, you will need to be careful to avoid being wrong-footed and 

PIP-drained by the enemy.  Early list OK at 300-400 AP, later list OK at 400+, but best at 450-

500 where 3 generals are easily affordable and the army has a decent size and weight. (Alan 

Patrick; MikeK***) 

 
II:27  MUSLIM INDIAN (ECA/H&B; B; Moderate; 59)  Think of this as a simpler, less 

exotic and scaled-down Moghul army: many of the same troops and supports but in smaller 

numbers and with few minimums.  Notable drawbacks are that you get El(O) instead of a choice 

of El(S) or El(I), and you can’t take WWg.  Reduced complexity also reduces versatility, but 

makes it easier to operate.  Best at 400 AP and below.  Above that, field Moghuls.  (Alan 

Patrick) 

 

II:28  HINDU INDIAN (El; B; Difficult; 57)  Elephants CAN work in Renaissance 

wargaming!  My list has Elephants galore (9 of the 10 possible) as a striking arm and Rockets (4 

of 6) to help prod a lethargic enemy into action and provide some firepower, but the other troops 

are mostly canon fodder: 12 Bw(O/I) useful against cavalry and 12 Hd(O) for breakpoints, but 

both are fragile against both horse and foot and have to be carefully handled to avoid excessive 

losses.  Unless you try something completely different using Ln(F) Rajputs, Hindu strength lies 

in skilled use of the Elephants.  Sometimes they need to lead an attack, sometimes fall back into 

reserve, and sometimes shift to strike weakness while the rest of the army keeps the enemy 

amused.  The important thing is to support the El sufficiently to avoid their being outmatched, 

outflanked or surrounded.  Enemy cavalry are your favorite target.  Deep Pikes, Wb and 

especially Shot are a threat, but your complements of Si and Bd(F) should help with these.  

Tactics against PPS are the trickiest, best based on a preparatory disordering bombardment, El 

seeking out Pistols or shallow Pikes with Si(S) riding down the supporting Shot, and LH and 

Sk(I) screening against musketry from the remaining enemy units.  The Guard Ln(I) are best 

used, if at all, as second line local reserves for hitting overlapped enemy.  Elephantophiles should 

compare the Hindus with the Siamese/Khmer.  OK at 350+ AP.  (MikeK***) 

 

II:29  MARATHA (ECA; B+; Difficult; 63)  Only one Elephant(I) is available (for the CinC), 

but this fun army has cheap and fast shock cavalry (Si(F/I)) to attack foot along with the 6 Sk(S), 

6 Sk(I) and LH you need to screen them.  It also offers a few Sh(F) for specialized anti-Shot 
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work and up to 10 mobile artillery (Art(X) are better than the Art(F)) to smash up enemy Train, 

Pikes and Pistols and force a reluctant enemy into action.  Against LPS armies, use LH and Sk to 

break up the Lancer’s dangerous charge and destroy them once they follow up and are isolated. 

PPS are tough, but you have tools to disorder the PPS army and then pick off the Shot with 

cavalry if you can make your matchups and avoid heavy shooting losses.  Pistols are also 

vulnerable once deprived of Shot support.  Your command El can be very useful striking from 

reserve to crush exposed enemy Ln and Pi elements, but be careful.  Screening and coordination 

of well-timed interpenetration attacks are the important challenges.  OK at 300+ AP. 

(MikeK***) 
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CHOOSING YOUR DBR ARMY – PART 3: BOOK THREE 
 

Book 3 is the most recent book of army lists and includes a great number of armies and 

variations, many of them complex and/or obscure and which few if any people have played.  

Note that many of the obscure “Third World” armies which were neglected under the Gush rules 

as ineffectual are now viable or better under DBR, and I hope people will try them and help to 

improve these reviews for future players. Although I have provided a review at some level for 

every army, many leave great room for improvement. Comments are solicited.  

 

III:1 PORTUGUESE COLONIAL (ECA; B-; Difficult; 55 with a 4
th

 ally general) Your 

battles will not be dull!  This entertaining army covers the whole era, though the "degredados" 

Sh(I) period will probably be unpopular and the strongest list appears to be 1551-1620, when you 

upgrade the Civilisados to Sh(F) and the available 5 Skirmishers to Sk(S).  The sub-period after 

1600 also reduces Aggression from 3 to 1, helpful in getting the mixed-to-closed ambush country 

the army prefers—note that you get a free BUA as defender since it is compulsory. The 1521-

1550 period allows your CinC to remain mounted as Ln(F) and permits you to field Bw(O), 

useful against horse, but every Bw(O) you take reduces available Sh(F). You must also take as 

many Civilisados Bd(F) as Bw(O) + Sh(F) combined and another 6-12 African or Arab Bd(F) 

besides, and you can’t field the useful Sk(S) during this period.  Your Sh(F) and Bd(F) are a 

menace to enemy foot of all kinds, but are at risk from cavalry in the open.  When necessary, this 

deficiency is made up by drawing on a Hindu ally for a anti-mounted strike force: e.g., El(I) 

general, 2 El(I), Ln(I), Si(S), 3 LH(O), 2 Bd(F), 6 Bw(I), Sk(X), 2 Art(X), and 2 Hd(O), which is 

21 EE for 151 AP.  Note that you can field some serious artillery, but anything slower than Art(I) 

does not fit well with the offensive character of your troops.  3 non-allied generals are suggested 

because the army needs the extra PIPs more than the extra troops. Tactics are to use terrain for 

real or bluff ambushes and as cover for pre-assault maneuvers.  The Hindu ally and a small 

supporting Sh(F) command should target enemy horse while your other two commands assault 

vulnerable enemy infantry or await opportunities.  Compare this with the Dutch Colonial list, 

which may often be stronger. (Ian Gray; MikeK**)  

 

III:2  SEBASTIANIC PORTUGUESE (LPS; C+; Difficult; 63 with 2 generals)  A list for 

the historically significant “Battle of the Three Kings” in 1578 that left Portugal leaderless and 

thereafter absorbed by Spain.  For an LPS army it is light on the knights and heavy on the 

Pk(O/F/I) and mandatory artillery, but it also offers small numbers of interesting ancillary troops 

including Sh(F) and WWg(O).  This is an army that is not easy to use as an integrated 

instrument, although with a focus on the WWg and mounted it seems a reasonable match for its 

historical opponent, which appears to be the chief reason for interest.  Best at 400 AP.  

(MikeK***) 

 

III:3  MAGHREBI  (ECA; B+; Difficult; 60)  The Moors offer a core of Si(O) and Wb(S) 

upgradable to Bw or Sh(I) plus a variety of light and heavy supports depending on which of the 4 

states is represented.   For balance and versatility, I suggest 1551 Ottoman Tripolitania with a 

good infantry force of 12 Wb(S), 8 Bw(O), 6 Sh(F) and 6 Sk(S) plus a strong mounted arm of 12 

Si(O) (including generals), 9 LH(O) and 4 Cm(O).  Art(O) and Art(I) are also available (the 
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Art(I) is more useful for the price).  Tripoli also offers favorable terrain lacking Rivers, Roads 

and H(S), meaning an Invader’s only possible terrain option is a WW and you can get an open 

plain for sweeping maneuvers if you want one.  If they put down a WW, or you do, you can take 

several Galleys(F) to provide flanking fire against enemy near the shore, while the Marine Bd(F) 

ashore are very handy against Pikes or Baggage.  Camels are weak against foot, but distributed in 

pairs among the troops are a nice threat to enemy Lancers and Si(S) your Sipahis would rather 

avoid.  The foot has balanced capabilities against both enemy horse and foot, and there are a 

variety of formations and tactics that you can use against different opponents.  For example, 

Wb(S) and Sh(F) together can do well against Pistols & Shot and Pikes & Shot if properly 

handled.  Mixed Bows and Camels are daunting to enemy horse unsupported by foot.  Note that 

the list must be read carefully: only the 6 Sk(O) identified as “skirmishers” and not the 4 

“naffatun” may be upgraded to Sk(S).  This army’s Wb(S) and Camels have been proposed as a 

counter to the later Sh(F)/Sipahi Ottomans, but it has tools against a variety of both early and late 

period opponents.  This is the kind of army against which your overconfident opponent starts by 

dismissively saying “Oh: crap.” and ends moaning “Oh crap!”  (MikeK***)  

 

III:4  TUAREG (Camel/ECA; B-; Moderate; 61)  Better than you might think, you should get 

the last laugh against some opponents though suffer bloody defeats against others.  Tuaregs 

come in three main types.  The heavy infantry is 0-40 Wb(S) to assault Foot and Train but also 

competent against horse. The Wb(S) can tackle Pike & Shot formations, striking the Pikes first, 

but avoid Shot interlined with Pistols where possible.  If you attack these, attack the Pistols first 

with Wb(S) two-deep for a 3(S) vs. 4 if the Pistols are in 2-ranks.  If you have PIPs and Camels 

available, best to use these instead, but the interlined Shot make the combat a 3(S) vs. 5, which is 

more unfavorable.  The core of the army is the expensive Cm(S), impetuous and weak against 

infantry (unless the future DBR 1.2 gives them the quick-kill Lancers enjoy) but formidable 

against Cavalry, and the third component is the screening Sk(I).  There are also 3 Cm(F) scouts 

available, ideal for chasing enemy LH and zipping around a flank (though since Camels flee 

when they lose to shooting or close combat you need to be careful their flight won’t take them 

off the table–until DBR 1.2 presumably fixes this as in DBM). With Aggression 4, you will 

usually be the Invader so are unlikely to enjoy the use of your Dunes, which are quite useful as 

an avenue of attack for your Camels but an obstable for your opponent. You will usually want a 

fairly open battlefield unless facing a firepower army, in which case ambush terrain for the 

infantry is strongly desirable.  I suggest using a small 6 Cm(S) +  3 Sk(I) command either as a 

spearhead against enemy mounted, a sacrificial force to disorder enemy cavalry, Wb or Hd in 

pursuit, or as a reserve and dividing the rest into two large commands, one heavier on the Cm(S) 

and the other including the Cm(F) in the sector where enemy LH are likely to appear. The 

Cm(S), like Hd(S), are surprisingly durable against infantry in close combat, but can be shot to 

pieces so need screening.  I like taking 24 Wb(S) and dividing them among the two large 

commands in formations 4 wide and 3 deep plus a skirmisher screen, but 16 in one and 8 in the 

other in 4x2 formations, or having 3x2 formations with 2 screened Cm(S) at one end makes 

sense too.  Wb(S) 2-deep are solid against non-firepower cavalry except Lancers.  With a shock 

army, especially one this sensitive to match-ups, you can’t waste time.  Unless you have a good 

ambush and counterattack plan, pick your target and go. OK at 300+ AP. (MikeK***) 
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III:5  WEST SUDANESE (Horse & Bow; C; Difficult; 83)  This has prospects against 

mounted armies, but its core of a minimum 48 Yam Baka Bw(I) has huge vulnerabilities to good 

foot.  Bw(I) are cheap and useful auxiliaries in modest numbers but an invitation to slaughter by 

enemy infantry in these quantities.  Figuring out how to use the Yam Baka constitutes most of 

the tactical challenge of this army.  Let enemy infantry get amongst them and your losses will be 

horrendous, while skirmishers and screened armored cavalry also have a good chance of chewing 

through them in the open.  Your ideal opponent is a pure Sipahi army you can shoot up, but even 

then you may suffer substantial losses. The one advantage of having so many Bw(I) is that you 

can be sure to have some available to shoot any enemy horse that exposes itself, causing Western 

armies heavy on expensive Pistols (and especially Pi(I)) to regret it.  Ample Sk(I) are available to 

screen your limited shock troops and try to slow down enemy maneuvers.  The mounted arm 

consists mostly of Si(I) and LH(O), not easily affordable without high APs, but fortunately you 

will always have extra Bw(I) to support them against enemy mounted (or, indeed, watch a flank 

on their own).  The Sipahis are probably best used as Lancers are in some PPS armies–local 

reserves used to snipe off selected enemy elements vulnerable to quick kills.  The heavy infantry 

is Pk(I), useful only against horse and thus unnecessary with all the available archers, and up to 6 

Yam Fate-Fate Bd(F) that will be very helpful against enemy foot.  You should also take the 

allowed 2 Yam Bindiga Sh(I).  The Bornu can get 0-8 Sh(F) or Sk(S), but have to pay the 

hideous price of converting 3/4 of the Yam Baka archers to the equally priced but far less useful 

Wb(I) filler.  A Tuareg allied contingent totaling 6 Cm(S) is a useful anti-mounted strike force, 

but does nothing to deal with this armies vulnerability to foot. There are numerous Fixed 

Obstacles to hide behind, worth considering at higher AP totals although against Shot they 

merely pen the Yam Baka for the slaughter.  The terrain situation is not bad.  Aggression 0 and 

no Roads, the only terrain an Invader can place is a River, a gully, or a gentle hill (rough or 

smooth).  You have compulsory (i.e., free) RGo plus 2-3 extra features including Rv, H(G), 

Wood or Dunes, BUA or RGo.  This further helps you against a mounted foe, but are not so 

useful against infantry.  Wd, D and BUA disrupt enemy formations and allow you to ambush 

them as they pass through or by–if you have the PIPs and they don’t shoot you away first.  

Rivers can form a barrier in close combat, but Shot will simply drive you back with firepower.  

Gentle hills give the advantage in close combat, but again provide no aid in a firefight, while 

putting RGo out is a hindrance to enemy Pikes.  Separate the enemy Shot from their Pikes and 

your Si(I) could do some damage once the Shot are in the open.  Best over 400 AP where you 

can afford more non-Yam Baka troops.  (MikeK*) 

 

III:6  TUPI OR TAPUYA (Heavy Foot/Bw; C+; Moderate; 76 with 4 generals)  The Tupi 

are positively vicious by comparison with the more usual American Wb(I) and Bw(I) infantry 

army and more fun to play against Old World opponents with mounted troops.  The infantry is 

principally expensive Bw(S) to fight horse and cheap Wb(O) to fight foot.  All infantry, but at 

least you have some balance. The Tupi can and should adopt much more direct and aggressive 

tactics than other American armies, particularly using their Bw(S) against mounted opponents, 

and I suggest 4 generals in order to keep the necessary PIPs available.  My thought on 

composition is to meet the minimum with 18 Bw(S) and 30 Wb(O) plus skirmishers, using one 

small command with the Art(I) and baggage to absorb poor rolls and three 22-EE commands.  

One large command is primarily Wb(O) to deliver a shock attack while the CinC’s and another 
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command each have a block of Wb(O) but also blocks of Bw(S).  Skirmishers are distributed 

among these commands as a screen.  One of these mixed commands covers the assault command 

against mounted while the CinC's command starts further to the rear from which it can maneuver 

its archers and heavy infantry into a favorable position to support or exploit the assault or cover a 

flank.  Note that a mix of Wb and Bw(S) has decent prospects against a Pistols & Shot formation 

(and even Pike & Shot) IF you get the right match-ups.  Best at 350+ which allows adequate 

skirmishers.  (MikeK*) 

 

III:7  WEST AFRICAN FOREST PEOPLES (Misc; Inferior Infantry; D+; Easy; 113)  An 

army lacking hitting power and good only for skulking deep in large Woods or to play against 

young novices who will have a good time slaughtering your troops.  When I played this list, I 

was thrilled to be defeated only 7-3 by Arabs.  Wb(I) can hope to swarm the enemy by numbers, 

but this requires great PIPs and lucky close combat rolls since they die so easily.  There is one 

element of Sh(S) and part of the Wb(I) can be upgraded to Sk(O). Stockade FO’s can be used, 

but this is little help. What makes the army Easy is its poverty of real tactical choices.  I think it 

would be more fun to play if and when DBR allows Wb(I) and Skirmishers to make group 

moves in bad going, but even an unlucky opponent would still need to be careless to actually lose 

to this army.  Best at 300 AP or even less, where there is more chance of getting into a gap, past 

a flank, or starting a second game—it gets worse and worse with more APs. (MikeK***) 

 

III:8  EAST AFRICAN PAGAN (Heavy Foot; C+; Moderate; 82 with 4 generals)  The 

cannibalistic Zimba (baggage including simmering giant cooking pot?) are probably the best of 

these Warband armies.  Why Zimba?  Besides the cookware, they can supplement Wb(O) with a 

variable proportion of Bw(I) to help counter mounted troops, Sk(I) to screen, and a Portuguese 

Colonial ally (e.g., an anti-Shot Ln(F) general, 4 Bd(F) and 16 Sh(F) command from 1551-1589 

or a more balanced Ln(F) general, 13 Bd(F), 6 Sh(F) and 4 Bw(O) command earlier).  I suggest 3 

generals (in addition to the Portuguese Ally General) as the best use of the extra 20 AP.  The 

DBM Mailing List Digest once recounted a DBR battle where a Zimba ambush consumed a New 

Model Army expeditionary army by luring its brigades in different directions to open gaps, the 

Zimba then gnawing on the flanks of the gaps until the New Model was chewed up.  These are 

not bad tactics, although the Portuguese Ally allows the Zimba general a more forceful and 

entertaining alternative.  The problem with the Zimba is their Aggression of 4.  Best at 400 AP 

where you can field more optional troops and worry less about the flanks.  (MikeK**) 

 

III:9  ARAB  (ECA; B+; Moderate; 79 with 4 generals)  The Arab list is a complex one for 

the exotic combined arms specialist, but not necessarily Difficult.  It has various and decorative 

options but some unpleasant constraints. Bedouin contingents with LH(O), Cm(O/F), Wb(O) and 

Sk are available to all these states, with low minimums but the annoying constraint that all 

Bedouin must be split off into a single Allied command if you take more than 20 elements of the 

useful Bedouin types.  Your Shot is limited to Sh(F) or (I) in small numbers for certain armies 

only.  Oman is unique in having high aggression and 24-48 Bd(F), a threat to enemy infantry but 

brittle and in greater numbers than ideal.  Of the other states, a Yemeni army is my preference, 

featuring Aggression 0, trackless Dry terrain, and forces including 4 Si(S) generals (including a 

Bedouin counting as an Ally), 8 Cm(O/F), 10 Si(I), 7 LH(O), 6 Bd(F), 6 Sh(F), 12 Hd(S)(cost-
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effective in DBR), 4 Sk(S), a horde of Sk(I) and various odd elements. It is tough to get the right 

mix at 400 AP.  The Yemeni start running out of steam over 350 AP, while the Omani (with their 

expensive compulsory 24 Bd(F)) are adequately balanced only at 450 AP or better.  Form your 

commands with a mix of troops for all seasons and take 4 generals to provide the PIPs to get 

them to suitable targets. You have Camels against mounted and various troops that quick-kill 

Pikes & Shot, so this is an ECA army with useful tools against PPS opponents.  Good quality 

regional Warband adversaries will hold up well against what you have, though they will be 

slaughtered by Omani Bd(F).  Your most difficult challenge is probably facing large numbers of 

Sh(S), or armies with strong contingents of Lancers or Sipahis(S/O) against whom your Camelry 

is the only good tool. (MikeK***) 

 

III:10 ZANJ  (Heavy Foot; B-; Moderate; 80 w/ 2 generals)  The core of this East African 

army is 24-56 Bd(F), supplemented by Bw(O), Wb(I) and Sk  supports, with both 3 Art(I) and 8 

Sk(S) available to augment firepower.  Since you can have only 2 generals, an ally contingent is 

worth considering, either Portuguese or an Omani ally with mounted.  One interesting feature is 

that WW and BUA are both compulsory terrain pieces (note that the second “WW” appears to be 

a typo for H(S)), so the Gal(F) with their 500p range are likely to come in useful.  Bad terrain 

and Bw(O) are your main tools against horse (Lancers and Sipahis are especially unpleasant for 

your infantry), but your Bd(F) are delighted to close swiftly against enemy foot, especially Pikes 

and Shot.  Best at 400 AP or less. (MikeK*) 

 

III:11  SOMALI (ECA; B; Difficult; 80)  Don’t discount this based on the American-style 

compulsory core of 16 Wb(I) and 16 Bw(I).  The former is moderately useful, the latter filler, but 

these are strengthened by a large mass of Si(O) and infantry supports featuring some Bd(F) and 

ample Sk(S) (Adal), Wb(S) and Bw(O).  This is not an easy combined arms force to manage, but 

it has viable tools against most opponents and the Sk(S) and some Sk(I) can at least screen the 

front of a PPS opponent who can not be tackled head on while you work the flanks.  Your 

Aggression is 3, but no Roads mean the Invader is limited to a WW or River if you can defend.  

The only principal arm the Somali lack is LH, which makes screening Sipahis more difficult. 

Best at 350-400 AP. (MikeK*) 

 

III:12  ABYSSINIAN (ECA; C+; Difficult; 104)  ECA by courtesy since the main components 

are LH(O) and Wb(I).  The list offers some useful types but tough choices.  You can’t upgrade 

the CinC and 3 cavalry from LH(O) to Si(S) unless you convert your Sh(F) to Sh(O), but what 

hurts is that you get Shot only by taking twice their number of Wb(I).  Given that you lack the 

Shot for a firepower contest, Sh(F) for aggressive action seems preferable.  Fortunately, your 

massive LH(O) and Sk(I) contingents are available to screen.  You have enough Bw(I) to pose 

some threat to enemy mounted later on, though in the early period you lack Shot but can field an 

El(I) CinC and 3 Camel(F) against horse.  Given your troop choices, you want a fair number of 

terrain pieces on the field for your infantry, with sufficient gaps on the flanks and center to give 

opportunities to the LH(O).  Aggression 0 and mandatory H(S) give you good chances of 

achieving this, but the use of terrain is both an important and complex topic. (MikeK*) 

 

III:13  WADJ (Light Steppe; C-; Easy; 96)  With Aggression 0 and no WW or Roads, this 
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army is likely to be able to get the open terrain it prefers.  The striking arm is 9 (count’em) Si(S) 

or Si(O) including generals.  The rest is almost unlimited LH(O) and optional Wb(I) filler with a 

1:4 proportion of Sk(I) to the Wb(I).  Taking a lot of Wb(I) to add bulk, some Sk(I) to screen, 

and trying to envelop the enemy on an open battlefield might work, especially at lower AP totals, 

but the Sipahis are so few that most opponents would not be afraid of thinning their line to the 

utmost and simply sweeping forward on a broad front which the other troops can not withstand.  

Victory with this army will depend on luck and the mistakes of imprudent opponents who let 

your Light Horse around their flanks.  Compare this with the Funj Empire, offering the same 

troop types but in a combination with much more potential.  Best at low AP totals with maneuver 

room in open ground.  (MikeK**) 

 

III:14 ALWA (ECA; B-; Moderate; 58)  The last surviving Christian Nubian state, the 

distinctive feature of this combined arms force is its camelry.  Camels are of course effective 

against cavalry, but weak against Foot, so are best fielded in modest numbers (my thought is 7 

Cm(S) including 1 general, plus 3 Cm(F) scouts with the LH to crush opposing LH).  Take the 

maximum of 7 Si(S), including 2 generals, and 8 LH to round out a mounted arm capable of 

taking on enemy mounted on at least equal terms unless facing Pistols interlined with Shot.  For 

infantry, I suggest 15 Wb(S), the maximum 6 Sk(I), and the minimum 12 Bw(O).  If you can get 

the proper match-ups, this gives you tools even against PPS formations frontally, although, as 

always, it is better to flank them or break their cohesion so it becomes an element-level fight. 

With Aggression 0 and no Roads or WW, the Alwa are likely to get the terrain they want—

gentle hills, Dunes, perhaps a BUA and some ambush terrain for the Sk(I)–and perhaps an 

Invader-placed River they don’t want.  This is not a killer army, but is likely to provide a series 

of interesting battles.  It will be much stronger if Cm(S) get the same quick kills against infantry 

that Lancers do when DBR 1.2 comes out (copying the change in DBM).  (MikeK*) 

 

III:15 FUNJ EMPIRE (Steppe-Plus; C+; Easy; 60 w/ 4 generals)  This is one of the many 

African armies which are far more viable in DBR than under the Gush rules.  Suitable for an 

aggressive screen-and-strike player, the army of the Funj (Sinnar) Empire has a mix of 

Si(S)/LH(O), 1 Sk(S) and lots of optional Sk(I) to screen attacking Sipahis, optional Wb(I) and 

one Art(I).  20 Si(S) including generals and 10 LH(O) are the strength in my list, but breakpoints 

need to be bolstered by taking sufficient infantry–mostly Sk(I).  Since the infantry is limited in 

abilities, most of them can be safely kept in rear while the mounted commands engage. With 4 

regular generals, command control is excellent, and with terrain lacking Roads, H(S) and WW, 

the Funj on defense (despite Agg. 3) can get a nice open battlefield with an Invader River and 

just a few gentle hills and ambush terrain it can use to disrupt an enemy advance.  On offense, 

terrain is likely to be an issue.  One sound and flexible command structure has 2 mounted 

commands of 6 elements (I like 4 Sipahis with 2 LH(O) each) and two larger commands, the 

biggest morale critical at 30 EE under the CinC, so the army can fight on even with all 3 sub-

general commands broken.  A Bedouin ally with Cm(S) could help against mounted enemies 

such as Lancers, but does not provide the infantry balance this list lacks.  OK at 350+ AP; I 

suggest taking all 4 generals at 400 AP for maximum mobility. Like many of the obscure armies, 

the hardest thing about the army is likely to be locating the figures and painting information for 

it.  (MikeK***) 
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III:16  SHAIQIYA (Misc: Si/Wb; C-; Easy; 72)  Two dozen Si(O) plus generals, a dozen 

Sk(I), and mobs of  aggressive Wb(I) comprise this 1660-1700 army.  There are so many Wb(I) 

you must fight with some of them, but they die easily and are frail supports for the Sipahis.  The 

CinC should lead a substantial Sipahi reserve that will be committed where it seems likely to be 

the most effective.  If lucky enough to defend despite Aggression 4, the only terrain the Invader 

can put down is a River so your 27 cavalry will have ample maneuver room.  Unfortunately, you 

will usually be the Invader. What more can be said?  Best at 400 AP, where you can manage to 

meet the Wb(I) minimum and take the maximum of other, more useful troops.  This list 

represents breakaway states from the Sinnar Empire  (III:15 Funj Empire, above)—you’ll have 

more fun with the Funj. (MikeK*) 

 

III:17  INDONESIAN OR MALAY  (ECA; A-; Moderate; 72)  This list covers a variety of 

credible armies.  The strongest appears to be the very warlike late Javanese, though still stronger 

against Foot than Cavalry.  Seemingly unlimited Wb(S) are available, serviceable against both 

Foot and Horse, and upgrading a dozen of these (up to 24 at 500 AP) to Sh(F) suffices to threaten 

enemy Pike & Shot formations.  Alternating Wb(S) and Sh(F), screened by skirmishers, is an 

interesting tactic. More Sh(F) would be overspecializing.  Clouds of Skirmishers are available, 

and 8 LH(O) to help counter enemy Skirmishers.  Its resources against enemy mounted are the 

solidity of the Wb(S), numerous Bw(I), generals upgradable to El(I) and the likelihood you can 

get a lot of bad terrain with Aggression 1.  2 Sk(X) are required and with the optional Art(I) are 

useful for special situations.  I see this army as an aggressive threat to Shot-heavy armies and a 

good counter-puncher, able to absorb fire with its lights and then assault to cut down the enemy 

Shot and then their supports.  Although it has many elements vulnerable to Lancers and Blades, 

they are not extremely common opponents and it has troops that can quick-kill these, so I am not 

unduly concerned. Beware of becoming too dispersed and vulnerable to either firepower or 

shock counter-attackers in your maneuvering or while regrouping after an assault.  If you like 

exploiting bad terrain, this army gives you a lot of opportunities.  I rate it Moderate in difficulty 

because your tactical goals are rather straightforward, but on the high end of this range because 

of the multiple foot types and the time it takes to put it all together and achieve your matchups.  

(MikeK ***)  

 

III:18  VIETNAMESE   (El/Missile; C+; Moderate; 57)  This is basically a Bd(I)/Bow army 

with 6 El(O), 4 Si(I), 6 Sh(I) and 24 Sk available.  It is far from my favorite Elephant army due 

to the feeble supports, nor is it my choice for Blade and Bow because the Bd(I) are essentially 

expensive hordes.  It appears best to take all the above options to bolster the versatility of the 

army and go light on the Bd(I), taking just enough to back up the Bw(O/I) forces as a desperate 

counter to Shot.  This army offers a number of threats to mounted opponents, but just about 

everything is vulnerable to Shot and managing vulnerabilities will be one of the tactical 

challenges.  Most players will find the Siamese or Khmer more forceful on campaign. (MikeK*) 

 

III:19  SIAMESE, BURMESE, LAOTIAN OR CAMBODIAN/KHMER:  (El/Wb; B; 

Moderate; 64)  Aggression 1 and compulsory Woods give terrain favorable for disrupting 

enemy long-range artillery fire hazardous to the Elephants and which is useful for covering the 
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flanks of your formations.  Use the minimum 24 Wb(O) Spearmen and maximize the support 

troops for force balance.  Rather than taking 9 El(I) including generals, I give up one and 

upgrade two to El(S). You can have 3 commands each able to attack with 2 or 3 Elephants plus 

supporting troops. While best against mounted opponents, El + Wb give you decent prospects 

against shallow Pikes & Shot, with good chances of recoiling the Pikes with the Elephants and 

exposing the Shot to a quick-kill from the Wb(O).  Although massed Elephant charges can be 

effective against the right targets, take care to cover their flanks.  Keeping El in reserve as a 

mobile threat and striking selected targets is a tactic I prefer to pushing them all into the front 

line. A group of 4 Bw(I) supporting the El can provoke enemy mounted.  Sk are important for 

screening the expensive pachyderms.  The Si(I) are mainly for use against Bd, unrewarding 

targets for the other troops, and exposed Shot.  The maximum 8 Sh(I) and 2 Art(I) give you good 

firepower against a variety of opponents, although both of these need to be protected from risky 

close combats.  Use of terrain is important against mounted foes, but regardless of the opponent 

bold but calculated use of the Elephant strike arm is critical.  The notorious Elephants in the 

Woods can be especially disconcerting if the enemy is unprepared for them.  Best at 400-450 AP. 

(MikeK***) 

 

III:20  DUTCH COLONIAL (ECA; B; Moderate; 54)  Potentially a mediocre basic Pike & 

Shot + Naval force with just the Dutch, it moves to a higher level with strong allied contingents 

that can fight against both horse and foot.  4 Ships are compulsory, as is a WW and BUA, but as 

with Aggression 4 you are unlikely to defend you may as well take 5 more small ships so you 

can always have a WW and use a 9-element landing force (e.g., 5 Shot, 2 Pikes, 2 Wb) as a 

standard part of your doctrine.  Meanwhile a large Dutch Pike & Shot command presses forward 

frontally (I’d take the one Sk(X) in this), flanked by an ally able to deal well with mounted in 

open ground, with infantry and terrain in close country.  It’s unfortunate you can’t take more 

than one ally.  The Javanese offer an El(I) General, Sh(F), Wb(S) and lights, good against 

infantry but some defense against mounted, while the Tupi with Bw(S) and Wb(O) also have 

some balance, but are slower moving.  However, I’d give the edge to the Sinhalese (for example, 

3 El(O) including the General, 4 Bd(F), 2 Bw(O), 2 Sh(O), 2 Sk(S) and 2 Hd(O)), for versatility, 

but all can work and be fun.  Because you can take only one Allied contingent, I think this is 

probably best at 300-400 AP.  (MikeK*) 

 

III:21  SINHALESE (El/Heavy Foot; B; Moderate; 51)  This is pretty good for a zero-Cavalry 

army. You are limited to 18 Bow, Shot and Sk(S) in total, so need to make tough choices about 

the mix.  Do you give up the Bows and count on the El(O) to deal with enemy mounted?  You 

don’t need much more than the minimum 12 Bd(F) to deal with Pikes and exposed Shot, while 

the El(O) and numerous Sk(S) available to screen and snipe will help greatly to discomfit enemy 

mounted. I like having 8 Sk(S) and 3 Sk(O).  With 8 El(O) including generals, this is a major 

striking arm (see Elephant tactics comments for III:19 above).  Get the right match-ups in battle, 

and use Aggression 0 and mandatory Woods to set up a battlefield suited for this infantry-heavy 

army. Expensive quality troops combined with 2-8 Hordes and cheap, capable Dutch Colonial 

allies–Pi(O) or Pk(O) general, 1-8 Sh(O), and 1 Shp(F) + 1-2 Shp(I)–can make this army work.  

Best at 350-400 AP. (MikeK*)  
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III:22 POLYNESIAN OR MELANESIAN  (Heavy Foot; C+ if Maori, D- otherwise; Easy; 

75 Maori, 115 Other)  The first thing you notice is that, defending with Aggression 1, you are 

likely to get compulsory WW and Woods.  The second thing is that the usual army of Wb(I) with 

a few Sk(I) and little else is very limited in potential (see comments on III:7 West African Forest 

Peoples above).  At least for Hawaiians, local technology and the preliminary missile 

skirmishing obviously suggest Wb(I), but their willingness to fight hand-to-hand (e.g., under 

Kamehameha) suggests that some, including the Alii, should be Wb(O) in context.  As it stands, 

for playability and enjoyment the Maori are your only choice against out-of-region opponents.  

The Wb(I) all become Bd(F) (think 60 Bd(F), plus generals and a dozen Sk(I)).  Although 

Western Shot can blow back the Skirmisher screen and cause a lot of damage to the Maori with 

firepower before contact, PPS have no flank supports to help them against Bd(F). Interlined Shot 

among the Pistols should probably be recessed.  Note well that light troops can be killed by 

Bd(F), so only LH(S) skirmishers should be allowed in contact with them.  Non-PPS opponents 

will often be tougher for the Maori to face.  Lancers and Sipahis both wield a quick-kill that 

requires you absorb attacks in the open (if you need to be there) with multiple waves of warriors. 

 Use your good terrain control with Aggression 1 to your advantage to create a battlefield 

limiting the ability of the enemy to bring cavalry and missile fire to bear, perhaps even taking 

some Fixed Obstacles to create an obstacle to enemy movement (I didn’t).  An even attrition rate 

will usually lead to victory, but you are not so much more numerous than the enemy that you can 

afford an unfavorable exchange.  Your Maori command structure should anticipate heavy losses 

in all engaged commands, so having 3 equally sized commands is a bad idea.  Try 1 small 

spearhead “forlorn hope” command and 2 large ones.  I like a triangular command structure of 2 

units of 8 Bd(F) up and 1 unit in reserve, with Sk(I) screening the corners or each unit.  The 

smaller command can be 4-wide and fairly deep, maneuvering to launch a multi-wave attack on 

the most desirable target. With the Maori against European PPS, I set up 4-wide “units” with 

Skirmishers in front and 3 waves of warriors behind. The first line often took heavy losses, but 

with the attack in depth the final waves ensured that the European Pikes and Shot also took 

heavy losses (the battle was won).  Unless a defensive/ambush strategy is favored by terrain, I 

suggest moving to overrun the vulnerable enemy targets (Shot, Pike, Wb, LH, Sk, Pi(I)) as 

quickly as possible.  Shot is your nemesis but also your prime target—screen before impact, 

assault cohesively without giving the enemy too many overlaps, and have a second or third wave 

ready if luck is against the first wave. The fighting will be quick and bloody. Just remember to 

follow-up if the Shot should recoil from you in their own bound (when your quick-kill does not 

apply).  Pikes are a good target too, but will likely be hiding inaccessibly in the enemy rear.  Best 

at 350-400 AP.  (MikeK***) 

 

III:23  RESTORATION BRITISH (PPS(H); B; Moderate; 47)  Restored are the foot to the 

overly high 1:2 Pikes to Shot ratio, but this army offers Sh(S) Guards, grenadiers and ample 

effective shock Pistols.  One drawback is the mandatory Art(O), which helps make this a fairly 

small army.  It also offers ample Naval, but this will probably not be important to you.  This is a 

serviceable list and can recreate Sedgemoor, but days of greater glory lie ahead.  (MikeK*) 

 

III:24  DUTCH UNITED PROVINCES (PPS(L); B; Moderate; 58)  With a weak cavalry 

arm of 8 Pi(I), the Dutch UP army is a step below the succeeding Anglo-Dutch list in potential, 
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particularly in open country.  It has a conventional 1:2 Pike ratio, some Sh(S) guards and Sk(X) 

grenadiers (I would take 2), and a variety of naval choices. The Austrian Imperial allies and the 

early Brandenburger allies available add more of the same, except the Imperial 1-2 LH(S).   This 

list is strongest in 1688 when it can be supplemented by 2 English Pi(O) and 1 Pi(F) and take a 

few less Pike & Shot infantry.  OK at 350+ AP, consider ally over 400. (MikeK*)  

 

III:25  SCOTS WESTERN COVENANTER REBEL 1679  (200 AP max) Wb(O) and a 

handful of Pi(I), Sk(O) and some Hd(O).  Destined to win at Drumclog and be crushed by the 

Duke of Monmouth at Bothwell Bridge. 209 AP available. (MikeK*) 

 

III:26  ENGLISH MONMOUTH REBEL 1685 (350 AP max)  Now turned coat, the Duke of 

Monmouth returns to seek the throne with solid infantry, heavy on Pikes and light on Shot and 

Pi(I) mounted support.  The list, including some Bd(I)/Hd(O) ill-armed rebels, supports only 393 

AP and is suitable only for the Sedgemoor campaign (one which seems to perennially intrigue 

English-speaking wargamers).  Cunning will have to be your main asset when facing King James 

II’s Restoration British army (III:23).  If you’re lucky enough to have a linear obstacle to protect 

your front, this time make the most of it! (MikeK*) 

 

III:27  SCOTS JACOBITE  (250 AP max)  Good if you’re feeling Killiecrankie.  This 

scenario list has 332 AP of troops available, consisting of Wb(O) with a sprinkling of other 

useful troop types.  List III:29–Irish Jacobite is more likely to reclaim the throne for the Stuarts.  

(MikeK*) 

 

III:28  SCOTS CONSTITUTIONAL (250 AP max) Another Killiecrankie scenario list with a 

normal Pike & Shot mix but a nominal mounted arm and inadequate AP—the maximum possible 

size is 267 AP.  (MikeK*) 

 

III:29  IRISH JACOBITE  (PPS(H); B; Moderate; 65)  The core of the army is 30 mandatory 

raw but cheap Pk(I)/Sh(I), with a smaller number of Pk(O)/Sh(O) and a limited mounted arm of 

2-8 Pi(F) and 1 Pi(O) who don’t really work together very well with the other troops.  Nice 

aspects are the 0-3 Sk(S) snipers and 0-4 Sh(S) fusileers to boost firepower, and the optional 

contingent of French ally Sh(F), but I think it likelier than not to succumb to skilled Williamite 

opposition.  Good at 400 AP in 1690 with the French allies.  (MikeK*) 

 

III:30  WILLIAMITE ANGLO-DUTCH (PPS(H)/Firelock; A-; Moderate; 49)  A small, 

high-quality army with an international composition including a varied mix of effective troops, 

including Pi(O/F/I) and Shot(S/O/F) to meet different tactical needs.  My general purpose list 

relies on 6 solid Pi(O) and 4 Pi(I) on horseback with foot mainly Sh(S) and a minimum of 

supporting Pk(O) to support the Shot against horse or otherwise serve as a reserve or flank guard. 

I also field a Swedish brigade of 6 Sh(F) and 3 Pk(F) supplemented with shock Pistols and a 

Sk(X) to spearhead the assault on enemy Shot.  The larger CinC’s command is basically Pistols 

and Shot, able to attack horse and exchange fire with foot.  A slightly smaller command is Pike 

& Shot(S) (including the general), plus 2 Art(I) and can serve variously as the center of the line, 

the anchor on terrain, or a refused flank while the others attack.  This army can use firepower 
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against less technically advanced opponents or shock adversaries like the French, but close 

against the slightly superior firepower of straight Firelock armies–against Sh(F) or Sh(S), expect 

a bloody fight.  As with all “A” armies, the object is broad-based effectiveness.  Though so far I 

would rate this the most versatile late 17th C. army, its weak points are its compact size, a degree 

of complexity, various fixed foot ratios, and limited lights—only a Sk(X) or two to screen the 

assaulting horse and Sh(F).  Flanks are a concern against more mobile adversaries, especially 

Sipahis or Lancers able to both screen and envelop the Anglo-Dutch.  Note that, with the 

numerous small contingents and fixed ratios, this is a hard army from which the Later Spanish 

may need to extract an ally contingent.  (MikeK***) 

 

III:31  LOUIS XIV FRENCH (PPS(F); A-; Moderate; 48)  One of the multiple good 17th C. 

French lists, this smaller army evolves from the II:25 Regency and Fronde French list but retains 

its offensive PPS(F) character.  The core of this offensive army is Pi(O) and Sh(F) supplemented 

by Sh(O) and 1:4 Pk in the 1690s.  The lights are pricey but nice to have—2 LH(S) Hussars, a 

Sk(O) Chasseur, and optional Sk(X) Grenadiers—and a key reason I prefer this tactically to the 

similar Caroline Swedish army.  In an earlier era, the Cavalry have more Pi(F) and Pi(I), but I 

prefer the 1690s: a shock army relative to its Western contemporaries, and customized to fight 

them, this army with its solid Pi(O) and Sh(O) elements can also adopt the PPS(H) firepower 

approach against non-Shot enemies.  In my view, versatility in a PPS(F) army depends on things 

like having Pi(O) rather than impetuous Pi(F) in order to better counter non-PPS armies; 2+ Pi(I) 

for firepower, helpful against Sipahis; enough Pikes to protect the Shot against mounted threats; 

some light troops to screen and counter enemy lights; and a heavy center with Sh(S/O) (though 

only Sh(O) here) while the Sh(F) are in more mobile commands.  The 2-6 Dr(S) are more cost-

effective than lower-grade Dragoons from earlier periods.  Louis XIV enjoyed all of these 

benefits, and his army rewards aggressive combined arms generalship.  (MikeK***)  

 

III:32  LATER SPANISH (PPS(H); B+; Moderate; 58 with Anglo-Dutch Ally) A plain 

PPS(H) army in the early period, later it benefits from low aggression and numerous Catalan 

Sk(S) able to use the compulsory difficult going (Orchard); however, compulsory downgrading 

of 3/4+ of the Sh/Pk to (Inferior) in the later period is unattractive.  Another complication is the 

limit of 2 Generals (it’s not clear why Phil did not give the fractious Spanish 2 ally-generals 

rather than just 1 sub-general) unless you take the complicated Anglo-Dutch ally, making it 

likely the enemy will have superior command and control.  This is somewhat mitigated by the 

numerous quality Skirmishers available to foil an adversary's plan.  Tactical deployment is 

linear, making maximum use of broken ground, olive groves and a difficult hill and Aggression 

1.  The object is to disrupt an advancing army enough for the heavy Pi(O) cavalry to exploit.  

The remainder of the foot—Sh(I) and Pk(I) —bulk the army out enough to last to achieve its 

task.  The later army is for the patient general who can make the best of what he is given. (Ian 

Gray)   

 MikeK Note:  The fixed ratios applicable within the Williamite allied contingent 

available from 1694 clash with the small line item maxima (e.g., Dutch foot guards). Since Book 

3, page 2 describes minima and maxima in terms of compulsory “types” rather than line items, I 

add the minima and maxima applicable to the same troop types together and the resulting 

contingent requires, given the fixed Pike/Shot proportions, 1 Pi(O) General, 1-2 Pi(O), 1 Pi(I), 
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and 6-12 Pike & Shot(O) in a fixed 1:2 proportion before 1692, 1:3 thereafter, and with Sh(S) 

replacing Sh(O) from 1696, the cost ranging from 70 AP to 123 AP.  Note that an embarked 

contingent need not include unembarked compulsories.  I recommend this allied contingent and 

minimum Spanish Pike & Shot at 400+ AP.  

 

III:33  BRAGANZA PORTUGUESE (PPS(H); B; Moderate; 51)  The army of the 

Portuguese war of independence is PPS(H), featuring militia-grade Pikes and Shot, half 

upgradable to (O), paired uneasily with ample Pi(F) horse and mandatory Dr(I) and heavy 

Artillery.  I suggest taking the Shot upgrade in 1662-1668 and fielding 2 of 3 generals as Pi(S), 

the other as Pi(F) along with 10 Pi(F) Horse. Your Pi(F) are brittle but swift, suitable for flank 

moves and striking from reserve—how and where you commit them is likely to be your most 

important grand tactical decision. Your infantry quality is mixed, but you’ll have enough Sh(O) 

to work with the Pistols while the lower-grade battalions pin the enemy frontally.  Aggression 0 

with compulsory H(S) at least helps influence terrain, but a closed-down battlefield is not 

entirely what you want for your Pistols.  Not among the stronger PPS(H) armies, particularly 

against non-contemporaries. Probably better at 400 AP or less.  The Restoration British ally does 

not add a lot, and is hard to afford below 400 AP. (MikeK*) 

 

III:34  SAVOYARD (PPS(F) + Sk(S); B+; Moderate; 55)  Starting as a basic PPS(F) army but 

with limited horse (8 Pi(F) available), this list is more interesting in the 1690s, when the Shot(F) 

can each take a swinefeather and 3-20 Sk(S) are available to screen the advance and attack of the 

heavier troops while pinning and harassing elsewhere.  This unique combination is extremely 

effective in blunting PPS firepower so as to allow a decisive charge home in good order, but 

enemy LH in the open will be a problem for the Sk(S).  This is a good army for the player who 

likes a Western-style screen and strike.  Between Knotel, Knotel & Sieg and Kanik there is 

enough information and color plates to put a Savoyard army together.  (Ian Gray) 

 

III:35  LATER VENETIAN COLONIAL (ECA; B-; Difficult; 66)  This army’s unique and 

complex troop mix makes it a historically interesting but very challenging ECA to command; the 

complexity and dependence on appropriate terrain make it rather more difficult and less versatile 

than many contemporaries.  Aggression 1 and a compulsory WW and H(S) give good terrain 

placement prospects for the rough battlefield this army will want against mounted opposition.  

The DBR terrain rules allow the Venetians to use WW, H(S) and BUA to effectively close down 

most of the battlefield.  It has few mounted (choice of Pi(I) or LH(S) in addition to generals who 

can be Pi(S)) and lights, but a wide variety of infantry, including Sh(O/F) with and without 

Pikes, light and heavy Artillery, and up to 15 Hd(F).  4 Gal(F) and 1 Gal(S) are mandatory, with 

34 naval available.  Under the DBM terrain rules, which are likely to be adapted for DBR, the 

Invader can place a WW if he has half the compulsory Naval, but taking 17 Naval is a lot of AP, 

requiring higher AP totals.  This army cries out for relief from this minimum to place a WW 

under the new DBR terrain rules–given that most armies need take under a half dozen Naval to 

get a WW.  Given such a break, this becomes one of the most interesting and effective armies in 

the lists.  Otherwise, the risk of having 5 compulsory Naval stranded off-table if a Defender does 

not place a WW makes high aggression too unattractive, and having 6 Saxon Sh(O) with 

swinefeather POs available does not offset this sufficiently.  In selecting options for this army, 
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the magic date is 1684, when Venetian Aggression rises from 1 to 3. Great army at 300 AP if 

you are the Defender, but you should field 450 AP to be able to place a WW as Invader. (Ian 

Gray)  

 

III:36  LATER OTTOMAN TURK (ECA; A-; Difficult; 62)   The notable differences 

between this list and the concurrent later Book 1 list (see comments on I:12) are that it has 

Aggression 1 (after Vienna in 1683) rather than Aggression 4(good), Tartar rather than 

Transylvanian allies (bad), 2 more Bw(I)/Hd(S) (good), no Hd(O) (bad), and Bd(F) rather than 

Bows as Gal(F) Marines (it depends).  You are likelier to be Defender, which means better 

terrain control but gives up the advantage of deploying last, so your primary doctrine must allow 

for the enemy starting with the initiative.  A highly effective combined arms force in the hands of 

an crafty veteran Turk, this army can turn into an disjointed rabble if misplayed.  A scimitar, it 

can cut sharply but can be shattered in a head-on clash of brute force.  OK at 400+ AP.  

(MikeK***) 

 

III:37  LATER IMPERIALIST (PPS-Plus; B+; Moderate; 55)  This solid army has merits 

different from its excellent predecessors, but again faces tough period choices.  The Grenzer 

Sk(S) are numerous once more, with 8 available.  Less useful front-line troops in period with the 

rise of Sh(S), they are still handy in terrain and on the flanks to disrupt enemy mounted.  Other 

positive features are the Sclavonian and Swedish Sh(F) available to crack enemy Sh(S/O) 

formations, readily available Art(I), the Hungarian contingent of LH(F/I) with one Ln(F), and 

late-period allies offering Sh(S).  Negatives are the mandatory 8 Pi(I) and 2 Dr(S), with the only 

Pi(S) in late period being the generals, though you can get 3 Swedish Pi(O).  The mandatory 

Sk(X) is expensive at 8 AP but is a fast-moving threat to enemy Train in particular.  Compared 

with earlier Imperialist armies, the LH are now mainly expensive LH(S).  Fewer LH means they 

are more thinly spread, but LH(S) are more combat worthy. While the infantry are more versatile 

than those of the earlier period, the army lacks a decisive mounted arm, requiring a patient, 

thoughtful and careful combined arms player.  It also can not win a straight firefight against 

contemporary Sh(S) Western armies, so use of the various supporting troops is important.  

Against an Eastern foe it can grind out a convincing victory if an impregnable front is maintained 

and the flanks hold up.  Careful combined arms play has claimed the scalps of Ottoman, Italian 

Condotta, Early Austrian Imperial, Montrose Scot, and ECW Royalist armies. (Nik Gaukroger) 

 
III:38  HUNGARIAN REBEL (ECA; B-; Easy; 61)  Fairly good as rebel lists go, with 32+ 

LH complemented by a few Ln(F) and ample Sh(F) to hurl against Imperial Sh(S/O) in a 

patriotic fervor.  It also has a few Dr(S) to serve the role of Sk(S).  Interestingly, this is one of the 

better LH-centered DBR armies.  Aggression 0, the lack of Hills(S), and the worst going being 

BUA and RGo give this army good odds of getting the primarily open battlefield it needs to give 

the swarming Light Horse maneuver room–although you are likely to have to deal with an 

Invader- placed River.  My tactical idea against the Imperialist overlords is to blanket them with 

LH threats, driving in or slaughtering their less numerous lights so the swift rebel Ln(F) and 

Sh(F) can freely move behind the screen to strike at a vulnerable point.  Carefully consider the 

optional Ottoman ally with Sipahis and Sk(S) to strengthen your heavy cavalry and provide 

actual light infantry.  OK at 350-400 AP without allies, 425-450 better with allies, but note that 
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you generally benefit from a less populated battlefield.  (MikeK*) 

 

III:39  LATER BAVARIAN (semi-PPS(F); B-; Moderate; 55)  The lists have not been kind 

to this army.  The worst constraint is being limited to 9 elements of non-General horse (7 Pi(I) 

and 2 LH(S)), which makes it unbalanced at over 350 AP.  Previously a popular army because 

the whole force could be fielded even at 1:20 scale, I believe it will now be relegated to the back 

of the cupboard.  Though capable of assaulting other infantry armies with its Sh(F) and Pk(F), it 

is weak in the mounted arm that can give the assault troops freedom of action.  Thus it is 

vulnerable to a better-balanced army that can shoot a hole in its line and force commitment of its 

limited cavalry reserve.  It is difficult to make this army work well.  (Ian Gray) 

 

III:40  LATER SAXON (Firelock; B; Moderate; 45)  If your taste runs to early 18th century 

linear fire tactics with musketeers one element deep, this army is a natural choice since every 

element shoots.  The Saxons swapped Pikes for swinefeather POs in 1683, but the thirty Shot(S) 

are strong frontally against Western cavalry in either case.  Swinefeathered Sh(S) with a second 

rank behind alternate elements is my suggested battle line, allowing this small army to achieve a 

broad but reasonably resilient frontage that doesn’t waste its impressive firepower and also 

allows a smaller second line 100-200 paces back from the first to cover the flanks, contest 

breakthroughs and serve as a reserve.  My list places 20 Shot(S) and 3 Art(I) in 4 “brigades” 

under the CinC, with the 7 available Pi(I) (not including Generals) split between a stronger and a 

weaker Pistols & Shot command kept refused or in reserve, avoiding early confrontation and 

awaiting events.  The limited horse will be kept fully occupied watching the sensitive flanks–

make sure their Shot have ample swinefeathers.  Using terrain to protect the flanks instead is a 

critical skill for the Saxon general).  Bad going is desirable against most opponents.  Often good-

visibility rough going is desirable as it allows shooting. and a BUA are ideal for Note that the 

Art(I) are cheaper than Shot and their range, firepower and support factors may be quite useful 

(taking the Art(O) is doubtful since its lack of killing ability reduces its ability to prompt distant 

opponents to close and engage your firing line).  (MikeK***) 

 

III:41  BRANDENBURG-PRUSSIA (PPS(L)/Firelock; B+; Moderate; 68)  The pre-1689 

version with Pikes looks very much like 30YW-era armies such as early Parliamentarians, but 

with the Jaegers and 3 Sh(S) Leibgarde as net plusses.  The army switches from PPS(L) to 

Firelock in 1689, and, with Pi(I) unable to flank support in DBR1.1 and no Pikes or POs, will be 

very nervous of cavalry, particularly eastern cavalry.  This is a difficult army to use well—the 

Great Elector would have found victory at Fehrbellin (1675) difficult with these troop types if 

the battle had not taken place on a battlefield where the Swedes lacked room to deploy.  

However, the 1674-1688 army with the Wibranzen (Sh(I)/Pk(I)) contingent and their lower 

aggression factor at 350+AP could make this a competitive army.  Historically, Konigsmark was 

intimidated by the Brandenburger's orbat and declined battle at every opportunity in the East.  

The definitive source for inspiration for this army is Ferdinand Schevill's “The Great Elector,” 

1947, University of Chicago Press.  OK at 350 AP, but runs out of interesting options at 400 AP. 

 (Ian Gray) 

 

III:42  LATER MINOR GERMAN STATES (Firelock a la PPS(L); B+; Easy; 54)  The 
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German Minor States, though too small to be historically formidable powers, produce sound 

DBR firepower armies that can be reproduced in full on the table.  At one extreme you can 

approach a near-pure Firelock infantry arm, but I prefer upgrading only 60% of the Shot to (S) 

and retaining 9 Pk(O) as bulwarks for the infantry against heavy horse.  The mounted is entirely 

Pi(I)—I take 14 Pi(I) in all for fire support and flank cover, and the 3 Sk(S) Jäger gameskeepers 

are just enough to screen selectively.  The army is rounded out with 3 Art(I) battalion guns.  

Since almost everything in this army shoots, this is a good army for the firepower specialist who 

is able to obtain and use suitable terrain allowing a firefight to the front, with enough Pi(I) and 

Shot supports to cover the wings good chances (though interlined PPS(F) and PPS(H) opponents 

may be problematic on the flanks).  Points are tight at 300 AP, OK at 350 AP or more.  

(MikeK***) 

 

III:43  LATER DANISH (PPS(H); B; Moderate; 46)  Pi(F) in quantity plus either all Sh(O) or 

all Sh(S) with your choice of Pk(F), Grenadiers and Artillery makes the Danes highly attractive 

against historical foes.  The flexible Pk(F) allow this army to move quickly, and the Pi(F) can be 

very effective against the common contemporary Pi(I).  This army’s cavalry elements are not 

exhausted even at 500AP.  Historically, the Danes consistently opposed Swedish influence in 

Northern Germany.  The conservative Danish generals were only rarely able to seize the 

initiative.  When they could do so, the combination of good-quality firearms and charging 

cavalry won them victories as at Lund.  The key to tabletop success is also timing of the cavalry 

charge.  This is a good solid army in offense but quickly loses the initiative in defence if an 

enemy can close with his infantry. Enemies with numerous Sh(F) are a concern, as are exotic 

armies able to absorb your fire with lights and against which the Pi(F) lose their particular 

advantages.  This army resembles English Royalists tactically, but with faster Pikes and better 

Shot. (Ian Gray) 

 

III:44  CAROLINE SWEDISH (PPS(F); B+; Moderate; 50)  Arch-nemesis of the Danes, 

Brandenburgers and anyone else dwelling on Baltic shores, it is not difficult to understand why.  

This is an army with good quality and control.  Pi(O), Sh(F) and Pk(F) combined allow the army 

of Wrangel the Older, Wrangel the Younger and Konigsmark to threaten a shock attack 

anywhere along an adversary's line.  The relatively numerous Pk(F) increase army size without 

reducing mobility.  On the tabletop, a tight initial deployment allows the attacking Swedes to 

redeploy by quick march moves against points of weakness in the enemy line.  Density at the 

point of impact makes it hard to be overrun by Eastern armies, but its relatively few elements 

even at 450AP mean care must be taken not to be doubly enveloped.  It is an easier army to 

command than contemporary Danes and Brandenburgers, but with enough complexity to satisfy 

even the most professional general.  The Swedes had no shortage of inspirational leaders from 

the top down—Charles X, Charles XII etc.  Knotel, Knotel and Sieg is an excellent source of 

uniform details for the 1670s.  (Ian Gray) 

 

III:45  RUSSIAN CONSCRIPT (Western ECA; A-; Moderate; 56)  A solid list especially 

good against infantry armies in the open, but favoring ample bad terrain (most likely Russian 

Woods and Marshes) against mounted opponents.  It has an unusual but complementary mix of 

troop types old and new, favored by low aggression and useful terrain choices.  The early list is 
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my choice for a useful mix of 3 Ln(F), 5 Si(I), 4 Pi(I) and 5 LH(S/F/I) mounted (plus Pi(I)/Si(I) 

generals).  The Ln(F) are an in terrorem force and individually effective striking from local 

reserve, the Pi(I) useful firepower, and cheap Si(I) cavalry are especially cost-effective against 

unsupported Sh(S), but the Russian player must recognize that the Russian horse as a whole is a 

secondary supporting arm rather than a primary striking arm.  It is unequal to directly facing 

most heavy cavalry forces.  Against such opponents, it is best used to further the battle-winning 

task of the infantry by acting as local reserves and flank protection, refused behind the infantry 

against superior mounted.  My infantry is a mix of 9 Sh(S) and 9 Sh(I) with a low proportion of 

Pk(I) for flank support that is essential to allow freedom of action against mounted in open 

ground.  Do not rely solely on the available gulay gorod PO.  If the flank of the Shot is turned by 

horse, Pk(I) can also be used to form a new front. Useful auxiliaries are the 6 Cossack Sh(F) and 

2 Sk(S) available, although you have to take a Dr(O) too.  Take the mandatory Art as (S) and 

join it with the Sh(I)/Pk(I) as a refused flank support for the advancing Sh(S), or, at high AP 

levels, consider a fortified BUA from which it can fire over your own troops.  In the later period 

you lose the Pi(I) Reiters, the Ln(F) Hussars, and the gulay gorod POs, but with the APs released 

you essentially switch the Sh(I) to Sh(S) and you can field a morale critical infantry command 

swelled by up to 30 Hd(O) conscripts, plus two small commands which support the frontal battle 

of firepower attrition and feed good PIP dice to the main command (total 81 EE).  Or Ian Gray 

suggests you can go for the maximum in Russian stolidity and field the army as a single 

command, with those points normally “wasted” on generals spent on Hordes.  This offers 

impressive firepower and resilience on defense, and, if you are a mediocre player, you can line a 

river and spend all day filling in gaps as they occur.  For more action, I still prefer the pre-1668 

army, smaller (e.g., the 56 elements above) but featuring some decent heavy cavalry and the 

gulay gorods.  OK at 400 AP, but note that the 1700 army benefits greatly from higher AP totals. 

(MikeK***)  

 

III:46  LATER POLISH (ECA; B+; Difficult; 59)  This hugely popular Pike & Shot army 

under prior rules sets is put in realistic proportion in DBR.  This list can best be evaluated by 

comparison with its predecessor.  Pluses:  your Western Pk/Sh are numerous and in a good 1:2 

proportion, and your required guns are Art(I) rather than Art(O). The main drawback is that, to 

get your core of Ln(F) Winged Hussars, the AP burden is high since you need to take 2-3 Si(O) 

Pancerni with each, much costlier than the preceding list’s required 2-3 LH, and for the later 

options here you also need to take 1-2 LH for each Ln.  This creates an incentive to cut back Ln 

to 4 or so and field generals as Pi(O) or Si(O) instead.  Other drawbacks: no WWg; 2 required 

Dr(O); only 0-3 Sh(F) Haiduks unless you move into the late period.  The late period gives you 2 

more Sh(F), allows you to upgrade your Western shot to Sh(S), and gets you a couple of 

chevaux-de-frise POs, but because it also requires the Pancerni be upgraded to Si(S) at 

substantial cost you should pick the late period only if you need the heavier Sipahis and Sh(S) 

infantry.  Sh(S) will win a firefight over time, but Sh(F) speed and shock seems to better fit this 

fast-moving shock army.  In either period, the Ln(F) core will play a smaller role and proper use 

of the Pancerni Sipahis assumes much greater importance.  The Pancerni are a little more durable 

than the hussars in many cases, but their more limited quick-kills and fleeing from shooting 

makes them a less psychologically potent shock force, and unbalancing enemy psychology is 

useful for Poles.  The last sub-period upgrades the Ln(F) hussars to Pi(F), something most 
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players will want to avoid.  This is a surprisingly difficult army to win with given the quality of 

its troop types.  This is due primarily to the complexity of integrating diverse troop types—the 

Later Polish are a hard army to master.  Obvious tactics are to screen the Lancers to allow them 

to deliver a hopefully devastating attack at a suitable point, which can then be exploited by the 

Pancerni.  The skittishness of its Sipahis and LH in the face of musketry make this army best 

against eastern enemies—against European foes you need to work the flanks unless you can 

obtain fire superiority with Sh(S).  Mike K.’s view is that, unless you want to build your army 

around Pk/Sh(S/O) and either have lots of AP or are willing to minimize your Ln force in favor 

of Pancerni, the earlier Rzeczpospolita list (II:7) is preferable.  Try both and see.  Many of your 

figures can be used with either list. (Nik Gaukroger) 

 


